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Proposition
 
56 could
 
fund
 
renovation  
plans
 
By
 Paula Ray
 Christiansen
 
Daily staff 
writer  
Proposition
 56.
 called "another bold 
step 
toward 
educational
 excellence" 
by Gov . 
George 
Deukmejian,  
could  mean 
financing
 for 
the 
renovation
 ot the 
old 
Science 
Building  and 
Dwight 
Bentel  Hall.
 if 
passed  in November. 
These 
two buildings
 are among
 the many 
that 
stand  to be renovated
 
once 
sufficient 
funds 
are available, 
according to 
Handel  Evans. 
SJSU 
executive \ se 
president. 
The measure, 
authored  by Sen. Gary 
Hart,
 1) -Santa
 Barbara. would provide $4(X) 
million over a two-year 
period for capital out-
lay projects
 
for  California colleges. 
Funding for 
planning,  construction
 and re-
modeling 
throughout 
California's  135 
higher 
education  facilities,
 which 
serve about 
1.6 mil-
lion
 students. currently
 collies  
from the 
Capital  
Outlay 
Fund tOr 
Public  Higher 
Education 
(COFPHE).
 This fund is 
provided by 
royalties  
from
 offshore 
drilling and
 lease
-purchase
 ag-
reements. Since
 the demise 
of
 the COFPHE 
fund, there 
has been no 
capital  outlay 
for  con-
CSU 
budget  priorities 
challenged  
By Frank Michael Russell 
Daily staff writer 
Academic senators questioned
 the 
le \ 
el
 of 
influence faculty has in CSU budget 
decisum-making
 at Monday's meeting of 
the Academic Senate. 
But SJSU President 
Gail
 Fullerton said 
iiinding for repairs on aging campus facili-
ties is tied
 more to 
declining 
state 
oil reve-
nues and passage of Proposition
 56 on the 
November  ballot than inadequate
 campus 
input  into the California State University 
system 
budget
 process.
 
SJSU funding 
concerns,  including cuts 
in the concurrent enrollment program.
 
known as Open 
University  on this campus. 
and renovation of aging 
campus buildings 
See  BUDGET. page N 
struction
 projects,
 Evans 
said,  giving 
the bill 
particular 
significance  to the
 Califiwnia 
State  
University
 system.
 
Funding  for 
working
 drawings 
necessary  
to allow
 renovation
 of the old 
Science  Building
 
will
 
be
 provided 
by
 the bill, said 
Richard Sta-
ley, SJSU 
director  of 
news
 and 
publication  
services.
 
The building has been closed since 1980 
because
 it 
failed  
to 
pass  
seismic
 and 
tire
 codes. 
''That
 
means  
$230,000
 
for 
old 
Science
 
renovation.'
 
he 
said.  
The bonding bill will 
provide
 $78,430,-
000 for 
projects  
at 17 of the 19 
CSU  
campuses.
 
Staley said. 
Staley did 
not  have Dwight 
Bentel Hall 
listed  as one of the 
designated  projects for 
the 
SJSU
 campus. but said, "If
 Evans mentioned it 
and has it listed.
 1 would not doubt it is 
one of 
the working 
projects.  ' ' 
He 
said Evans' information 
could be more 
recent than his. 
The 
current budget for higher 
education,  
based upon the measure 
passing  in the Novem-
ber election, lists plans for about $242 
million  
from 
the measure, 
No 
more  than $250 
million 
of the total 54(8) million 
could be used the first 
year. 
The bonds could be repaid over a 20 -year
 
period with an awrage annual payment of 
about $35 
million  in principal 
interest,  
accord-
ing to estimates from the legislative analyst's 
office.
 
Supporters say construction 
at colleges 
and universities has not kept pace with the de-
mand. 
'  Buildings do not stay 
statikneeds do not 
stay static.-
 Evans said. "We have a 
selfish 
icy. point. of 
course,
 regarding (SAM 
but 
there are many other
 projects in need of fund-
ing...  
Opponents of 
the proposition say 
the 
funds for construction 
and improvements could 
be made 
available from revenue in 
state bud -
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Students
 and  university 
employees  make 
their way about. up 
and down in the Student
 
 
April Swift -- Daily 
staff photographer 
Union.  
For
 those 
who puff
-puff their 
way 
to 
of
 
students
 hard 
at work 
on the first floor. 
the top, there's a bonus  a bird's-eye view Higher education can certainly be taxing. 
Teacher
 
education
 
classes
 
face
 
program
 
crowding
 
By 
Frank  
Michael  
Russell  
Daily 
staff  
writer  
Enrollment 
in teacher education
 
programs  is 
increasing, 
leading to 
crowding 
in some classes,
 President 
Gail 
Fullerton  told the 
Academic 
Sen-
ate Monday. 
She 
said
 the 
university  
had to turn 
away 168 
applicants  in teacher 
educa-
tion programs
 for this 
semester. 
The
 increase in student 
interest in 
credential 
programs and
 classwork 
leading to 
teaching 
credentials  would 
help some 
departments
 and schools
 in 
the 
university,  she said. 
"I 
know
 we 
are  
struggling
 to 
find  
room
 in 
classes  
for
 people,"
 Fullerton
 
said, but
 added 
that the
 
university
 
should
 make 
clear it 
welcomes
 pro-
spective teachers. 
"It's  
good
 to 
have 
that 
kind 
of 
problem 
for  a 
change."
 she said.
 
Finding 
teaching 
jobs is 
not the 
problem
 it once
 was, she 
said, citing 
a 
survey  of 
1984-85  SJSU 
credential 
know 
we are 
struggling  to 
find
 room to 
classes for people.' 
 Gail  Fullerton 
SJSU president 
program 
graduates.  "There is 
going  to 
be a future for 
teachers,"  she said.
 
She said 69 
percent
 of the 285 re-
spondents
 had found a 
full-time  teach-
ing job, with 19 
percent more 
finding
 
work
 related to 
their  teaching 
educa-
tion.
 
In other
 matters: 
 
Ed
 Chambers, 
associate 
executive
 
vice president of 
admissions  and re-
cords. said that, as 
of Friday, tentative 
figures 
showed enrollment standing at 
See SENATE, page 8 
'Buildings  
do not stay
 static, 
needs do not
 stay static.
 We 
have a 
selfish
 viewpoint, of 
course, 
regarding 
(SJSU),
 
but 
there are 
many  other projects in 
need of 
funding.'  
J. 
Handel
 Evans 
SJSU executive vice president 
gets, but Evans said state revenues taxes are 
not suf ficient enough to divert to capital outlay. 
Hart said it would be 
disastrous  for Cali-
fornians if the bill was not supported by voters, 
It would bring much needed 
construction
 to a 
halt. 
CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds em-
phasized the importance of the bill
 for all cam-
puses  within the system at a ceremony held for 
See PROPOSITION. page 8 
Barrel firm 
faces  
charges  
By David Rickard 
Daily staff writer 
The owner of a 
barrel reconditioning company 
located
 
across the street from 
Spartan
 Stadium is scheduled to be ar-
raigned in San Jose Municipal Court today, seven
 months 
after the filing of a 
14 -count
 criminal complaint against his 
company. 
Ernest Lorentz Jr.. the owner of Lorentz 
Barrel and 
Drum Co., is expected to enter a plea 
em
 charges stemming 
from one 
felony and 13 misdemeanor violations of the Cali-
fornia Hazardous Waste Control Act. 
Lorentz. who is a diabetic, has tailed to appear at two 
previous arraignments due to health 
problems.  
The felony 
complaint alleges
 that Lorentz 
and  his com-
pany
 knowingly 
disposed  of various
 hazardous wastes
 in-
cluding  heavy 
metals,
 pesticides and 
PCB's. between 
Jan. 1 
and March  
IS, 1985. 
Ten of the misdemeanor counts allege improper treat-
ment and storage of harardous wastes. 
The either three
 misdemeanors involve inadequate 
training of the personnel in the
 handling of hazardous 
v..iste. failure to provide emergency equipment and failure 
to establish a contingency plan in case of a hazardous waste 
spill. 
The criminal complaint was filed in February of this 
year by the Santa Clara County District Attorney's Office 
following an investigation by the California Department of 
Health Services in 
early  1985. 
The department's investigation revealed over 600 bar-
rels of hazardous waste on the site.  
State 
inspectors alleged that the barrel residue and a 
caustic solution used to clean them 
were  allowed to form in 
a 
pool  on the ground and seep into the soil 
and  ground 
water.  
scooped or pumped
 into the barrels. 
The
 inspection by 
the health 
services
 department 
prompted 
Deputy District 
Attorney  Jerry Nadler to 
file a 
civil suit 
against  the company in March
 1985. That suit re-
sulted in a temporary 
restraining order until the
 contami-
nated topsoil could be removed. 
That process was completed four months later and
 the 
company was reopened,
 but Lorentz's problems with the 
authorities 
have continued. 
In a report
 filed last 
month, the 
California 
Regional 
Water 
Quality
 Control
 Board 
charged  
Lorentz
 and 
company  
with
 failure to 
install two
 off -site 
wells  to 
monitor  ground-
water 
contamination.
 
After issuing a cleanup and 
abatement  order the board 
turned the case 
over to the health services department.
 
Gene Austin. general manager of 
the Lorentz 
See LOREIVTZ, page
 8 
SJSU
 artist
 
hopes  
symbolic
 fast 
helps  hungry 
It, ..f.nt, I.. Pabalan 
Daily staff
 writer 
One might say that 
Deborah  Kennedy has taken her 
work to heart, or at least
 to 
her 
stomach.
 
She is 
fasting  to 
help feed the 
hungry as 
part
 of  her art show.
 
The  SJSU tine arts 
graduate
 student chose to 
drink  
only  water and juice on 
Monday and will 
continue  to do so 
today
 as part of her 
art exhibit 
entitled  "Eat 
Art?"
 
She 
is
 asking people to 
contribute  to her art 
show by 
donating sealed,
 
non-perishable  foods that she will give to
 a 
local mission that helps feed
 the hungry. Her art display 
is
 
in Art Gallery 
3,
 on the first floor of 
the art building. 
"There is a 
bit 
of irony in people bringing
 me food 
when 
I am 
fasting.  I am 
also 
encouraging
 others
 to skip a 
meal themselves and use that 
money to buy cans of food." 
she said. 
Art Prof. Anthony 
May  said it's a thoughtful
 gesture 
on Kennedy's 
part.  
"I like it, it is addressing 
an important issue and 1 hope 
she
 is successful in her 
collection of food," 
he said. 
"it's 
not  at 
all 
unusual  for an 
artist to 
involve
 them-
selves
 using 
their bodies in 
the area of 
performance
 
an," 
May said. 
The exhibit consists of 
a black model house that 
has an 
opening
 where she has 
placed
 the donated canned 
foods, 
and 
four crumpled signs
 listing the four 
freedoms. 
The four 
freedoms are ideals outlined 
by President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 
1941. The four he described 
are 
See HUNGRY. page
 8 
Abraham
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Fasting student 1)eborah Kennedy and her art exhibit entitled "Eat Art?" 
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Issue:
 
Proposition
 61, 
the Gann 
initiative
 
Spending 
should
 be 
limited
 
In a 
state where the average 
yearly
 income is less 
than 
$25,(881  where industries that 
employ the average 
worker must leave 
because the cost of 
complying  with 
government  regulations
 become too great:
 where immi-
grants  and nationalized
 Americans must 
pay $330 or 
more per 
month  for a single
 room bath 
and  kitchen 
shared
 by a dozen others, there
 may be millions of peo-
ple who 
think  that elected 
officials, government
 bu-
reaucrats 
and the academic 
elite  are grossly 
overpaid
 for 
what they 
accomplish  on the 
taxpayers'  behalf. 
In spite of Proposition
 
13's
 warning shot in 1976, 
the California government 
has failed to respond  to the 
average citizen's needs. 
Instead,  it has feathered its nest 
at the taxpayer's expense. 
California's  short-sighted
 attitude has 
created a fer-
tile 
breeding  ground in 
which  Paul Gann has 
qualified 
his Proposition 
61
 for the November
 ballot. 
Proposition  61 is designed to prevent 
fiscal  irre-
sponsibility by "big government." By placing a salary 
cap of $64,000 yearly on elected and appointed govern-
ment officials, government
 employees and private con-
sultants employed by 
the  government. Money can be 
transferred 
from  the budget for salaries into programs 
with greater social consequence, 
Gann
 believes. 
Californians have 
stood in line for hours
 at the De-
partment
 of Motor Vehicles
 while employees 
disappear 
on 
continuous  coffee breaks.
 They have tried 
for days to 
find that 
single  school administrator
 who will agree 
that 
their child has 
special  educational 
needs.
 They have tried 
for months,  or even 
years,  to get a stop sign 
at a danger-
ous
 crossing or a divider 
in
 a dangerous highway. 
California
 businesses have
 been bombarded 
with  
paperwork and 
regulations  designed 
to
 ease the task of 
government
 employees 
while  creating an 
intolerable 
workload for 
the private sector.
 
California school
 children sit, 
crammed
 35 or more, 
in classrooms
 designed for 
25. their classes 
taught by 
teachers  who earn
 less than some 
government 
secretar-
ICS.
 
Californians  
are 
standing
 in 
line to 
pay  road 
tax, 
utility
 tax, 
property  
tax,  water
 tax, 
license
 tax.
 etc. 
while  
co 
Mari 
Martin 
educators, 
administrators,  
legislators  and 
consultants
 are 
double  dipping 
out of 
California's
 bank 
account.  They 
are tired of 
being  ignored by 
everyone  except 
the  Cali-
fornia 
State  Franchise
 Tax Board. 
Opponents 
of
 the Gann initiative complain that its 
enforcement would create 
an even higher cost to the 
tax-
payer. They claim that those 
persons who are paid more 
than 
$64,0(X)
 per year will bail out of 
California  or go to 
private industry 
if it becomes law. 
The 
taxpayer,  on the other hand, 
believes  that the 
cost may be worth
 it. The average Californian 
doesn't 
really object to the 
cost
 of government, he just 
wants to 
get his 
money's worth. He doubts
 other states or profit 
making 
organizations  can or will 
absorb  California's 
high-priced 
personnel. 
If those opposed
 to the Gann initiative 
are really so 
intelligent, so worth the
 salaries they are paid, 
why  were 
they 
not able to read the 
Proposition  13 message 
10
 years 
ago? Why
 have they expended 
so much energy trying
 to 
right their 
"gravy
 train," instead of 
creating  programs to 
correct  the runaway
 governmental 
excesses  that 
prompted 
its  passage in the 
first  place? 
The November
 election is less 
than 60 days away. 
If passage of this initiative
 will be so detrimental
 to Cali-
fornians, 
why  hasn't the 
governor,
 the Legislature, 
or 
the morass of 
government  consultants 
formulated an ac-
ceptable alternative to 
Gann's  proposal? Why 
must  they 
be forced to do 
what  they have already
 been vastly over-
paid to do? 
State 
will  
lose
 
best
 
teachers
 
The Gann initiative, intended to limit
 the salaries
 of
 
California state employees to either $48,000 gross pay or 
$64,000 
per year in pay plus benefits, is a hazardous and 
potentially life -threatening bill that 
if passed would put 
public health services at a disadvantage. 
Proposition
 61 will significantly lower the quality 
of virtually 
all professionals currently working for the 
state, including all UC and CSU administrators and pro-
fessors, state health care physicians
 and law enforcement 
agency  officials. 
At least State Controller Kenneth Cory 
had the fore-
sight to inform all state employees who would be af 
fected by the measure in a letter sent out Aug. 4. 
"Proposition
 61, if passed, will be effective imme-
diately and reflected on your Dec. 1, 1986 paycheck. I  
am advising you of this 
situation  now to give you as 
much time as possible to 
make any necessary fiscal ad-
justments." 
Fiscal adjustments? What does he think 
they will be 
able to adjust  a lower house payment or car payment? 
What 
Paul  Gann is telling the state's most 
critical  
employees is 
that he doesn't think they are worth
 
what  
they're being paid 
now, even though California has 
some the hest civil servants in 
the  country. What a slap 
in the face to all state employees, who, 
instead of going 
into lucrative private industry, choose
 to put their serv-
ices and knowledge back into society. 
An informational hearing of the California Legis-
lature's Senate Budget and Fiscal Review Committee 
and the Assembly Ways and Means Committee 
was  held 
in an engineering lab
 at SJSU on Sept. 3. SJSU President 
Gail Fullerton, voicing her opposition, testified to the 
committee that "63 university administrators on this 
campus 
will  have 
their 
salaries  cut.
 This includes
 all of 
the 
academic  deans, all of the fiscal administrators and 
almost all others responsible for the management of this 
university. For 
many
 who received
 it (the letter)," she 
said, "making fiscal 
adjustments may well mean updat-
ing their  resumes 
and  seeking employment 
elsewhere."
 
This could 
translate  into the start of the end 
of 
SJSU's lofty 
reputation  in just about 
every field, but es-
pecially  engineering. 
No
 one knows just how 
many em-
ployees at this university
 affected by the cuts 
would  
leave,  but salary caps 
and limited benefits 
are not the 
kind of things taken
 lightly. An exodus
 is very possible. 
OM& 
Oscar
 
Guerra
 
Neftwie 
Can the 
university survive
 a mass departure of ad-
ministrators and faculty as a result of the passage of 
Prop. 61? Probably. But we will lose the technical edge 
we have built up and protected so fiercely for all these 
years. watching it spread out of state and all over the 
country with the superior techniques that have kept us on 
top. 
The Dean of the College of Engineering at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley, 
Carl  S. Pister, testified 
that "if 
the Gann initiative were to become law, the re-
sults would be devastating for engineering at Berkeley" 
and that "76 percent of the faculty  some 175 individ-
uals would be impacted. The compensation cap im-
posed by the 
initiative  corresponds
 to a mid -range asso-
ciate professor."
 An associate professor! 
University deans across the cornbelt will be licking 
their chops and hoping beyond hope that Proposition 61 
passes. If it 
does,  they know the calls and resumes will 
start pouring 
in. 
Silicon Valley, now considered lobe the place to he 
in technology, will slowly lose its edge, with their best 
talent trickling away. 
Some even 
more  profound testimony is coming out 
of the 
medical  community, with potentially life -threaten-
ing
 public safety implications. 
Robert Sillen, executive director of the Santa Clara 
Medical Center, a 617 -bed acute care facility, said if this 
measure
 passes,' 
we would he without a medical staff." 
Millen summed it up best when he
 
said,' for those who 
would find it acceptable to have their
 head opened and 
their brain operated on by a 
$64,000
 a year neurosur-
geon. I say beware, you might get what you pay for." 
Victims of 
incest 
need 
protection
 
People  
ss
 his se 
xually  abuse 
children
 
should  
be 
pros
 
ecuted to the full extent 
of the law. Yet this rarely 
happens 
because most victims 
are  afraid to tell anyone what 
has hap-
pened They are 
afraid  other people will 
blame them for 
what has 
happened. And in many cases,
 their fears are justi-
fied. 
Three incest victims 
were
 the guests on a recent 
Phil
 
Donahue show. They 
were
 discussing overcoming the 
emo-
tional problems caused 
by their experiences. 
Two of the 
victims were sisters 
who had both been 
abused  by their 
father.  Their 
mother
 was also on 
the  show. 
The third victim
 had been abused 
by
 a male relative 
whom
 
she refused
 to identify. A 
psychologist,  who 
treats
 incest 
patients, was also 
present.  
The 
victims' stories, the 
psychologist's
 comments, and 
the 
audience's  questions all 
supported
 the fact that society 
is
 
likely to shift the 
blame  for sexual abuse 
away  from the 
abuser and 
onto the child or the 
mother. 
For example, one 
woman in the audience asked 
how  
sexually active the 
mother  had been with her 
husband
 im-
plying that maybe
 he wasn't getting 
enough  attention from 
his wife  so he had to turn
 to his daughters. 
The 
psychologist
 was 
quick to point out that men 
who have sex with children 
are seeking sex with 
chil-
dren, not making 
up for lack 
of sex 
with women. 
The family talked 
about the father's trial for 
sexual abuse charges  
charges to which he pleaded 
guilty. Previous
 to the trial, 
the father had 
been a "pillar 
of the community" accord-
ing to the family. 
At the trial, members 
of the family's church com-
munity testified on 
behalf  of 
the father, saying that 
he 
was repentant and 
therefore  
should
 be excused 
from the 
charges. 
According to one 
of the sisters, someone 
made
 the statement that 
"you girls seduced him." 
Even when the abuser 
is confronted, he often denies 
the charges or shows
 little remorse for what he has done. 
The third victim
 said that when she confronted 
her  
abuser he 
just told her it 
was  in 
the
 past and
 she should for-
get about it. This
 is a common attitude ----both among
 abus-
ers  and among those close to the victim  
according
 to the 
psychologist. 
Everyone just wants to 
forget  about the ugly thing that 
happened. Everyone but 
the  victim that is. She has to talk to 
people about what 
happened
 so that she can begin to heal 
the wounds.
 
This  is essential, according to the 
psychologist,
 or later 
problems will arise. 
For example, many women who
 
are 
abused as children 
have trouble with 
future
 relationships. 
Two of the
 victims on the show had been married and 
both were 
divorced.
 One of the divorced women
 said that. 
until recently, 
she thought all  men were potential
 rapists. 
The  blame was once 
again
 shifted away from the 
abuser when a member
 of the audience asked where the 
mother was when 
the abuse was taking place, implying that 
she should have protected
 her children better. 
What these
 victims went through 
strongly parallels 
what most 
rape  victims face. The rape 
victim is scrutinized 
for 
anything  she 
might have done 
to 
provoke
 the 
attack,
 and 
the attacker
 is often excused as a 
victim  of his sex drive. 
It is time society started 
placing the blame for sexual 
abuse where it belongs,
 especially where children are 
con-
cerned. 
To 
say that a 
child  is in 
any  way 
responsible  for 
sexual 
interaction  with 
an adult 
is
 absurd. 
Children  are 
sexually  
abused 
as early as the
 age of one, 
sometimes 
earlier.  Small 
children
 don't even 
understand 
what  sex 
is,  
much  less de-
sire it. 
It is the adult's 
responsibility  to set 
an
 example for the 
child, and to protect
 her, and not use her
 as a pawn for his 
own pleasure. 
Blaming the mother is also unfair. 
Yes,  mothers are 
supposed to protect their children. But 
how many mothers 
think they have to protect their children from 
their own hus-
bands? Is a mother never to trust her child 
alone with any 
male relative? 
Victims of 
sexual abuse need a loving and supportive 
environment to discuss what has happened to them. They 
need people who 
will  be on their side in condemning their 
abusers. 
The 
only person who should fear the truth
 is the 
abuser.
 He should fear a 
lengthy jail sentence, 
and he 
should fear the 
denouncement  he 
will receive when 
people 
learn of his crime.
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The 
people want peace 
If
 Mikhail Gorbachev
 and the Kremlin 
Politiburo ever 
listen to the Russian 
college
 student, nuclear World 
War
 III will never occur. 
While traveling in 
Moscow  and Leningrad during 
the summer of 1984, I managed to talk 
with  students  
officially and 
unofficially
  from the largest universities
 
in the USSR. 
Our 
Russian
 tour guide had planned our eight -day 
stay up to the nearest minute. 
Three  tours a day plus 
meals 
were all paid for in advance and our hotel 
in
 both 
cities  was reserved for foreign 
tourists only. Except for. 
scheduled
 half-hour 
meeting
 with students 
from Lenin-
grad University  for 
propaganda purposes  no casual 
contact with any  Soviet 
citizens  was being made possi-
ble. 
But during a visit to 
the famous Moscow bazaar, 
GUM. I 
missed  the tour bus and was stranded in 
down-
town Moscow, alone. 
Using my 
hotel pass with its Russian address. I man-
aged to get a cab back to the hotel. On the way, the mid-
dle-aged cabbie gave me a 
lecture, in Russian, with the 
only recognizable words being "Reagan, Hitler!, Rea-
gan. Hitler!, his voice rising each time he 
repeated  it, 
his fingers locked 
together letting me know that they 
were one and the same. 
I shook my head
 politely along the way and, being. 
good 
American, left him with a 20 percent tip, hoping to 
change his mind about us. But I doubt if I did. He seemed 
pretty 
set  in his ways. His anger however, did not hide 
his fear. 
later
 that 
night,
 while having a drink with a Ca-
nadian on the tour with me, two locals sat down very sus-
picously and asked 
us
 if we spoke English. 
Now the law says no Russian citizens are allowed in 
these hotels,  but the doormen are old World Wart! veter-
ans and can be bribed.
 Another local, involved with the 
black market,  (his motto: "I am Russian businessman") 
had been by earlier, looking to buy blue 
jeans,
 toilet 
paper, tape 
cassettes, novels or any T-shirt with English 
wording. It definitely was not
 the
 first time he'd been in 
the hotel. 
We were about to tell these two locals that we al-
ready 
sold 
everything
 we wanted to, when they
 
assured
 
us they 
wanted  something quite different  they wanted 
to talk.
 
Three hours and 
a half-dozen cherry vodkas
 
(each)
 
later,
 we
 
had  
discussed
 everything from 
rock 'n'
 roll, to 
sports, food,  
cars  and even religion. 
But 
what 
we spent the most 
time on was
 what our 
governments
 tell their 
people about 
each
 
other.
 
We
 were 
both equally amazed
 at
 the 
distortions,
 
half-truths,
 and 
outright lies. 
They 
told
 us 
how the Kremlin 
regularly  
complains  
about
 the United 
States'  
advantage
 in 
nuclear missiles, 
how the U.S. believes in its "Manifest Destiny" to 
someday 
rule  the world and how we
 are behind 
every 
major 
trouble  
spot
 
on the globe, 
constantly
 stirring up 
new 
problems in order
 to advance the time 
when we will 
take 
over  completely. 
Sound  familiar? 
Most 
Russian
 
college
 students 
doubted  
what 
they 
were told 
about  the 
United 
States,
 they 
said
 they 
couldn't  
imagine 
any nation
 being as 
mean
 as how 
their govern-
ment 
pictures  the 
United 
States.
 
They did 
admit, 
however,  that 
they 
thought
 the 
United States is the most 
powerful
 country in the world, 
but
 if 
it
 tried to 
take over the 
Soviet
 Union,
 
the United 
States 
would be 
wiped out (and vice versa). 
They were 
proud 
of 
their  
army  and proud lobe Russian,  although 
they admitted Afghanistan
 has been a mistake. 
They thought it strange that we let the millionaires 
rule the
 
country
 and 
wondered  
if all
 the
 crime in the big 
cities
 scared 
me.  
Most 
major cities in the
 United
 States arc 
known  by 
students in
 the USSR, 
they
 even 
knew 
that 
San  
Francisco  
had a large 
Russian  community. 
Although  we
 were
 hard 
pressed  to name two 
Rus-
sian
 writcrs,  
our  guests could 
name a 
dozen or 
so Ameri-
can
 writers that 
arc  regularly
 
studied
 in their
 university. 
In Leningrad 
and  Moscow, in bars, 
stores,
 trains, 
resturants, the people
 were eager to talk to 
us and tell us 
that
 they 
are a peaceful 
people,  eager 
to live and let 
live.  
Gorbachev has
 been known to 
mingle  with his peo-
ple
 like
 an 
American  politician at times. Let us hope he 
listens
 to them. 
Andrew
 
F. Ilamm is the forum editor. The -
Hamm Files appears every Wednesday. 
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New
 
questions
 
develop
 in 
Southern
 
California
 
air 
tragedy
 
First two
 lawsuits  
filed
 in 
Cerritos
 
disaster
 
LOS
 ANGELES (AP)  The first 
lawsuits
 
stemming
 
from 
the 
Aeromexico  crash were 
filed yesterday 
as the
 last 
of 
a 
federal  team
 probing the 
disaster
 prepared  to 
return  
to 
Washington,  
D.C. 
A 
lawsuit  
by attorney Melvin  
Belli's
 firm 
was 
filed in 
U.S. 
District
 
Court and awaits 
appointment
 
of a 
guardian  
for 
three
 Mexican 
children  
left 
orphans by 
the 
Aug.
 31 
crash that 
killed  
at least
 76 
people.  
An 
Aeromexico  DC
-9 with 64 people 
aboard
 
collided  
with a 
small
 plane
 with 
three  
people  aboard, 
and 
the 
airliner
 
crashed
 in 
a residential 
neighborhood 
in 
suburban  
Cerritos.
 
killing at 
least  nine people on the 
ground. 
"We're
 
closing
 down shop tonight, 
and  
we'll
 he 
out  of 
here 
by tomorrow," said Richard 
Wentworth.
 
one of the 
few 
remaining members of the 
National
 
Transportation
 
Safety  Board 
team. It will 
take
 
about  
six  
weeks  
for
 the 
NTSB
 to issue findings. 
Belli's  complaint seeks
 unspecified 
damages
 
on 
behalf  
of the three
 surviving children
 
of
 Carlos 
and 
Guadalupe  
Loper,
 who 
were  aboard 
the  
jetliner  
with  
their
 son 
Carlos, 
13. Also  
seeking
 
damages
 in the 
same
 
complaint
 are 
Hum-
berto
 and Justina Gonzalez,  
whose
 daughter.
 
Dinorah.
 13, 
also was aboard
 the flight. 
Randy Scarlett. a legal 
assistant
 
to 
Belli,
 said the 
guardian 
must he approved by a magistrate before the law-
suit can proceed. 
"The 
(Lopez)
 children's
 
grandfather is being 
consid-
ered. Right now, the grandparents are taking care of the 
children, and probably will he for the rest of 
their lives," 
Scarlett said. The surviving children are aged 5 to I I years. 
The lawsuit names as defendants Aeromexico and
 the 
estate of William Kramer, pilot of the Piper Archer that in-
vestigators said entered restricted 
air space
 and collided 
with the DC -9. 
Both teen-agers who 
died in the crash were coming to 
California to begin their school year at private academies. 
Dinorah was to start 
her senior year at the Flintridge Sacred 
Heart Academy in La Canada Flintridge. Carlos at Saint Ca-
therine's 
Military  School in Anaheim. 
Another lawsuit filed 
yesterday in Los Angeles Supe-
rior 
Court  
seeks 
unspecified  damages for the South Gate 
widow  and sons of 
Aeromexico  passenger Hector
 Gutier-
That 
suit named as defendants Aeromexico, the 
Kramer
 estate and two John Does 
described as unknown 
makers 
and 
distributors  of airplane 
equipment.  
according 
to 
Inglewood
 attorney  
Harold  Sullivan. 
Conservatives
 
may 
not pack 
court  
WASHINGTON
 (API 
 
Liber-
als dreading the possibility that Presi-
dent Reagan will get to remake the Su-
preme Court in his own
 conservative 
image may find comfort
 in the words 
of William H. Rehnquist, Reagan's 
choice to be chief justice. 
"History teaches us 
that
 ... a 
number of factors militate against a 
president having anything more than 
partial success" in selecting 
justices  
who consistently rule as he would like, 
Rehnquist has 
said.  
The late Harry S. Truman was 
 more emphatic. "Packing the Su-
preme Court 
simply  can't be 
done," 
he contended.
 "I've tried and it won't 
.. work. Whenever you put a 
man  on the 
. Supreme Court he ceases to 
be your 
friend. 
Reagan's 
selection  of Rehnquist 
to
 succeed the retiring Chief Justice 
Warren E. Burger and his 
nomination  
 
of Antonin Scalia to 
fill Rehnquist's 
. seat were 
based  on political ideology 
; rather than political 
payoffs.  
The two men are 
staunch conser-
v alive% 
hut  neither is a close personal 
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The Senate is scheduled
 to vote 
on 
both
 nominations 
this
 week. 
In a 1984 
speech,
 Rehnquist said 
he sees nothing wrong
 with a president 
trying to "pack"
 the Supreme Court 
with 
nominees  "sympathetic
 to his po-
litical 
or philosophical 
principles."  
But he noted 
that  institutional 
pressures can test
 a court member's
 
loyalty to the
 president who 
appointed  
him, and
 that presidents
 and justices 
often 
cannot  predict 
what
 great social 
issues will confront
 the court in 
future
 
years.
 
Franklin D. 
Roosevelt
 appointed 
Hugo 
Black,  then a 
U.S.
 senator from 
Alabama, to the 
court  in 1937 amid 
criticism 
of Black's 
onetime  mem-
bership
 in the Ku 
Klux Klan. 
Roose-
velt
 wanted 
judicial  
support
 for his 
New Deal initiatives. 
Black 
provided  that 
support,  and 
then 
stayed  on until 
1971
 as a liberal 
leader
 of a court that
 worked as an en-
gine for
 
.social
 change in America. 
Hugo
 Black Jr. has 
said  of his re-
markable  father: 
"As
 
a young man he 
donned white 
robes and scared 
the hell 
out of 
black  people. 
As
 an old man 
he
 
High cancer toll 
from Chernobyl 
ANAHEIM (AP)  
A nuclear 
power 
critic said yesterday the Cher-
nobyl accident will cause
 I million 
cancer cases worldwide, 
half
 of them 
fatal  an estimate sharply 
higher 
than those by other experts. 
Dr. John Gorman.
 a University of 
California at 
Berkeley
 medical physi-
cist,
 
presented
 his conclusions about 
the Soviet Union's April 26 accident 
during an American Chemical 
Society 
meeting.  
"Dr. Gorman has a history of ex-
aggerating risk estimates for radia-
tion," said Dr. Arthur Upton.
 a former 
National Cancer 
Institute director who 
expects
 5,000 to 10,0(X) Chernobyl
-
linked cancer deaths. 
The Chernobyl nuclear power 
mishap spread radioactivity globally 
and killed at least 31 people. 
Gorman. who helped develop 
Manhattan Project atomic bombs dur-
ing World War II, insists radiation is 
more  harmful than most scientists be-
lieve.
 
He estimated more than 1 million 
Chernobyl -related cancer patients 
worldwide,  including some 500,(0) 
deaths, during the next 70 years, based 
on fallout levels in 30 nations and his 
disputed radiation "risk factors." 
Los Angeles Dr. Robert Gale, 
who transplanted bone marrow in 
Chernobyl victims, estimated 20,000 
cancer cases. 
including  10,0(X) deaths. 
donned black robes and scared the hell 
out of white
 people." 
Among  the 
court's
 current cast. 
three justices have compiled voting re-
cords that most likely were not envi-
sioned 
by those who appointed them. 
Justice William J. Brennan, the 
court's leading liberal, was appointed 
in 
1956
 by President Dwight D. Eisen-
hower. who voiced profound disap-
pointment in the liberalism of another 
appointee, the late Chief Justice Earl 
Warren. 
Justice Byron R. White, who was 
named to the court by President John 
F. Kennedy in 1962,
 is a consistent 
member of the "law -and -order" ma-
jority that in recent years has swung to 
increasingly conservative criminal 
jus-
tice rulings. 
Considered a judicial conserva-
tive when appointed by President 
Richard M. Nixon in 1970,
 Justice 
Harry A. Blackmun
 has provided an 
independent  and often liberal  
voice. Blackmun was 
author  of the 
court's 
1973 decision 
legalizing
 abor-
tion
 
Coroner 
unopposed  to federal inquiry in 
Aeromexico
 
crash
 
LOS ANGELES (API 
- The 
coroner's
 office  stands by 
its finding 
that the pilot of a 
small plane that col-
lided 
with an Aeromexico 
jetliner  last 
week suffered a heart 
attack, hut wel-
comes further
 analysis by 
federal
 in-
vestigators.
 
"From  an 
air crash 
investigation
 
standpoint 
we
 would agree
 that a sec-
ond 
opinion  or more 
extensive
 evalua-
tion of 
autopsy
 findings could
 
be
 use-
ful to 
confirm
 our 
findings  and 
explain
 
as 
to whether or 
not the cardiac
 epi-
sode
 detected 
did or did 
not  play a 
part  
in the 
collision,"  
Bill 
Gold,  
spokes-
man  for the 
lais Angeles
 County 
Coro-
ner's 
office,  said 
yesterday.
 
However, the  
coroner
 has 
no 
plans
 
to conduct a second 
autopsy  on 
the body 
of William K. Kramer and 
any 
further
 evaluation is in the 
hands 
ill the investigators
 trying to determine 
how 
the 
crash  
happened.
 Guild said. 
"If we 
were in their 
shoes we 
would  probably 
want  a second 
opin-
'If 
we were 
in their
 
shoes
 we 
would  probably
 
want a 
second
 
opinion
 . 
. . 
We
 stand 
with 
our own
 findings.'
 
 
Bill 
Gold,
 
LA. 
County  
Coroner's  orrice
 
ion," 
he said. "We
 stand 
with  our 
own findings." 
The  collision over 
Cerritos  killed 
all 64 people aboard the Aeromexico 
DC -9 and the occupants of the single -
engine plane, Kramer, his wife and 
daughter.  At least nine people on the 
ground 
were  killed. 
Dr. Ronald
 Komblum,
 the coun-
ty's 
chief medical 
examiner, 
said
 after 
the autopsy
 that Kramer died of 
impact  
Page
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but also had
 suffered 
occlusive 
coronary
 artery 
disease
 
a 
heart  at-
tack 
"within 
minutes"
 
before
 the 
collision.
 
The head 
of the National
 Trans-
portation
 Safety Board's
 on
-scene
 in-
vestigation  ordered a 
second
 
opinion  
from the Armed Forces Institute of Pa-
thology.
 
in 
Washington.  D.C. 
Gold
 said the coroner's 
office 
was in contact with the
 Armed Forces 
Institute  by telephone last  week and ar-
rangements were made to 
send
 tissue 
specimens to Washington. He did 
not 
know if the specimens had reached 
their destination. 
Kramer's body was released last 
week and was buried Saturday in Spo-
kane, Wash.,  where the Kramer fam-
ily had lived before recently moving
 to 
California.
 
Gold said that
 
any 
arrangement
 
for another autopsy would have to be 
between the federal 
investigators
 and 
the Kramer.' relative, 
Undergrads
 
get priority in 
UC
 
report
 
LOS ANGELES 
(AP)  - The 
best and the brightest should
 teach 
introductory undergraduate
 courses 
as part of a 
sweeping revitalization 
of the University of California sys-
tem, a faculty task force said. 
The task 
force study requested 
by UC 
President  David 
Gardner
 last 
fall also urges 
closer  supervision of 
graduate 
students
 who teach 
and 
would 
require  
such  
instructors to 
pass oral English 
proficiency  exams 
in order to 
qualify for teaching 
posts. 
The study, obtained
 prior to its 
release by the Los 
Angeles  Times, is 
scheduled 
for  discussion by the UC 
regents at an educational
 policy 
meeting  in October. 
It urges the faculty 
to reorder its 
research 
priorities  and reorganize 
academic
 departments to focus 
more  
on undergraduates, 
making the 
courses 
most  in demand more avail-
able and 
reducing or 
eliminating  less 
sought-after 
curricula.  
"This
 will 
be the
 
educational
 
debate of the year."
 said Watson M. 
Laetsch,  
UC Berkeley vice chancel-
lor of undergraduate affairs. 
The report calls 
undergraduate  
education 
"something  (if a neglected 
child"
 and recommends that "the
 
most brilliant and effective
 teachers, 
regardless of title 
and  rank" he more 
active 
participants in undergraduate 
education, including 
teaching
 large, 
introductory 
courses. 
The systemwide faculty group 
conducted
 the nine -month study 
under the direction
 of Neil J. 
Smelser,
 a sociology professor at 
Berkeley.
 It urges reorganization of 
academic departments so 
that
 fresh-
men and
 sophomores can get into re-
quired courses more easily. 
"Literally 
hundreds
 of students 
are routinely 
denied  classes needed 
to move toward 
upper -division 
work," the report
 says. "Each term 
is a 
scramble.'' 
The task force 
also
 says 
stu-
dents  find it nearly 
impossible  to 
transfer from 
community
 colleges to 
one of the nine UC campuses, or 
from one UC campus to another. 
The report 
suggests  that formal 
transfer procedures he worked out. 
Recent 
surveys at UC-Berkeley 
and UC-Davis found that as many as 
30 percent of undergraduate 
courses 
are taught 
by graduate students,  the 
report says. It goes 
on to say many 
of 
those  teaching 
assistants receive 
little or no supervision from regular 
faculty. 
The task force called for new. 
comprehensive training for these in-
structors, including English tests to 
ensure that students will be able to 
understand  them. 
The 
task force also recom-
mends that temporary. 
part-time in-
structors, 
who make tip about 34 
percent of the 
facults
 he given the 
same
 tough 
reviev,
 
ms 
regular  fac-
ulty  
members  
Better Business Bureau probed for bad business practices 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- The 
Better Business Bureau and a defunct 
publishing company that produced
 
business directories for the BBB are 
being investigated
 by the state 
attorney
 
general's office. 
The investigators are trying to de-
termine whether the publisher, Better 
Book Inc., misrepresented 
how many 
of the consumer
-oriented
 directories 
would be distributed
 when it sold ad-
vertising
 space to bureau members and 
whether 
the businesses paid for 
ads 
that
 never appeared. 
Better Book went bankrupt last 
month. owing $7.5 million to small
 
businesses who are BBB members 
The company's bankruptcy attorney. 
Stuart F. Dritz, said Better Book's 
total debts could reach $1 1.5 million. 
BBB chapters
 in San Francisco 
and eight
 other cities are scrambling 
ti 
raise 
enough  money to 
publish
 their 
own directories. 
'BBB's future is at 
stake,'' said 
Bruce Gregor, a Sacramento
 attorney 
hired by the nine 
chapters to salvage
 
whatever Better 
Book assets he can. 
BBB, a 
75
-year -old nationwide 
group aimed 
at
 consumer 
protection  
and business 
ethics, received no reve-
nue from 
Better Book's ad sales,  but
 
did get the
 proceeds from 
thousands
 of 
memberships
 reportedly sold by 
the  
publisher for about $250 each. 
The attorney 
general's  office is 
investigating the 
distribution of the di-
rectories in 
several
 areas of the state 
Deputy 
Attorney
 General Al Sheltie)] 
said the 
BBB chapters 
are so inter-
twined 
with Better Book that
 the in 
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The allegations against Better 
Book also have resulted in a flurry of 
lawsuits, In
 191(4,  the Kern County 
district attorney's
 office sued the com-
pany over 
complaints about directory 
distribution and the local BBB chapter 
sued to get out of its contract with the 
publisher.
 
This year, 43 San 
Diego
-area 
businessmen 
sued Better Flixik
 and the 
BBB, 
alleging that the 191(4  
directory
 
failed to' reach all 
the  promised house-
holds
 and businesses 
and  that the com-
pany 
misrepresented  how 
much
 would 
be spent on 
an
 accompanying
 media 
blitz 
Attorney
 Shaun 
Kelly. 
represent-
ing 
both
 the 
BBB  and 
Better  
Book.  
said
 
he has sworn
 
affidavits 
showing  
330.000
 
directories
 
witikttstributed
 
In 
the  San 
Diego  area.
 He 
said
 the dis-
pute 
over the 
media  blitz 
was a 
misun-
derstanding. 
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Tension
 shown 
at
 
Interfraternity
 
Council
 
By 
Janet!  Hall 
Daily stair 
writer  
'tension between 
fraternities
 
some concerning alleged violations 
of the first -ever dry rush 
- surfaced 
at the Monday meeting of the Inter -
fraternity
 Council. 
Fraternity 
members,
 however. 
still debate if there were violations 
"There have 
been rumors of'. 
olations of dry rush." said Kevin 
Rice, IFC president. "but, nothing 
formal has been brought to the coun-
cil.'
 
IFC  Vice 
President  Tom Cie 
raghty added that there has
 
been 
lot of name calling" among fraterm 
ties concerning
 dry rush. 
At the afternoon meeting, Ow 
council discussed problems 
between  
fraternities including the allega-
tions and reports of scattered clashes 
between fraternities at Saturday's 
football
 game. 
Other representatives 
voiced 
concern over 
recent  problems be-
tween houses. 
Jimm Welch of Sigma Alpflii 
Epsilon voiced anxiety over trouble 
his house has had. 
"A kw things have been going 
on 
between  houses." he said. 
"We've
 put up with a 
semester
 
of 
harassment. So far, we've
 had a 
laid -hack attitude. But we're ready 
to take care of anything that's been 
going  on.
 ' ' 
He did not elaborate. 
Chris Hilton of Sigma Alpha 
Mu also discussed
 problems be-
tween
 houses. 
"There were 
a few 
skirmishes
 
at the 
football  game on 
Saturday,"  
Hilton said.
 "We realize 
that  we 
(Sigma 
Alpha  Mu) 
haven't  
always
 
had the 
greatest 
name on 
campus, 
hut people 
should  respect 
each  oth-
er's 
houses."  
Other representatives agreed. 
"If we can't even sit 
together
 at 
a game, then there is definitely a 
problem," Welch said. " Let's try 
to be a little 
more  responsible." 
One fraternity member com-
mented that 
he
 did not join a frater-
nity "to see a war lone.'' 
lkspite the absence 
of alcohol 
at rush parties and 
during
 pledge 
drives, most fraternities reported 
successful drives at the meeting. 
Dry rush began 
Aug. 25 and 
ran through Saturday. 
Holly Herr.
 21. chairwoman
 of 
the  Alpha 
Phi  phi-
lanthropy
 speaks 
to the 
Interfraternity  
Council. 
Denise Wandler -- Daily stall 
photographer
 
She 
discussed  
the
 Teeter
-Tot ter-A-Thon,
 an 
American
 Heart
 
%%satiation fund 
raiser.  
Program 
board  going 
after  
money
-making  acts 
By Anthony 
C.
 Perez 
Nay  staff writer 
The Associated Students Program Board ten-
tatively approved two proposals Monday for pro-
grams which members said have money -making 
potential  . 
One proposal is for a 
concert  featuring the 
new
 
wave  musical group Berlin, and the other is 
for an appearance by television talk show host 
Wally George. 
The program  hoard is negotiating with 
the 
rock group Berlin to hold a concert in San Jose on 
Oct. 20. and negotiations are underway to bring 
Southern California's Wally George to SJSU on 
Oct. 7. Board member Lairessa Wilson-Alfiwd de-
scribed George as 
"a
 wild, rude, insulting and 
conservative television talk show host." 
The Berlin concert will he sponsored by the 
program board and One Step Beyond, an alterna-
tive -music dance club in Santa Clara, said pro-
gram hoard faculty adviser Ted Gehrke. 
"It's a 50-50 split between 
One Step Beyond 
and the program board . . . all expenses." 
(iehrlte  said. 
The concert proposal has an estimated budget 
of $23,000. which includes 
artist fees, pub'', it% 
and hall fees,  he said. 
Gehrke said One Step Beyond will pay half 
ot 
the artist fees and sound and lighting costs "up 
front, 
into 
the 
(program
 
board)  
account"  
and  will 
he responsible for 50 percent of the other ex-
penses.
 
Verda Alexander, program hoard director, 
said the 
concert will take place in either SJSU's 
men's gym or at the San Jose Civic Auditorium, 
which has been reser% ed in anticipation of the con-
cert . 
Ciehrke said he 
felt
 that Paul Goeliz, the au-
thor of the proposal,  had underestimated the 
gross  
revenue 
potential
 
of
 the 
concert
 
'If we sold 
out
 the civic 
auditorium-
. . that's at least 3.200 seats.'' he said. "At $12 
a ticket, that comes
 to 538.400 
gross.''
 
Goeltz's
 proposal
 lists revenue at only 
$30,  
OM fora concert held 
at
 the civic auditorium. 
If the concert was held in the men's gym, 
Gehrke said, the estimated gross revenue would be 
about 
530,000  
if 2,500 
scats
 were sold. 
Alexander said the program hoard's share of 
the funding would 
come
 from the
 
AS. -allocated 
revenue
-generating fund 
of 
560.111111.
 This 
money  
is 
used  to 
fund
 only those
 es ern'. 
hich  will make 
money,  
she said. 
The success of Wally George's appearances 
at other California universities make him a poten-
tially good draw here 
at 
SJSU.
 
Wilson
-Alford 
said. 
'The other 
colleges 
he's
 talked
 
to have 
sold
 
out,'' she said. 
Wilson -Alford
 said the tact
 that George 
has 
spoken
 to 
audiences
 made 
up
 of mostly 
conserv a -
five
 students 
doesn't  pose 
a problem 
for  MI. 
"I think 
he'll  do well here  because
 we have 
different 
climates
 
ot
 people from conservative
 to 
moderate to liberal, ' she said. 
Wilson -Alford 
said George is 
tentatively 
scheduled  to 
appear
 Oct. 7 at  the 
Student  l'inon. 
Funding
 
Ihr  this event could come from 
the 
revenue
-generating  fund,  provided that the ticket 
prices are 
increased
 by 
$1
 from 
the proposed $2 
for students and $4 general admission, Gehrke 
said. 
"I think you could raise the prices all the way 
around . I don't think anyone would blink," 
he 
said
 "I think the
 guy 
is so outrageous
 and pre-
tty funny . 
we'd
 
probably
 net 
i lot id 
liberals 
who  would go." 
'Twilight
 Zone'
 judge 
turns 
away  
attorney's
 mistrial
 bid 
1.0S 
ANGELES
 
(API
 --- A judge 
rejected the 
second 
defense
 mistrial 
bid yesterday
 as attorneys
 hurled accu-
sations 
outside 
court  over
 
the 
"Twi-
light
 
Zone"  
manslaughter trial of di-
rector 
John I.andis
 and four 
others. 
In a 
hallway
 news conference, 
defense
 attorney' 
Harland Braun
 ac-
cused
 
Deputy  
District 
Attorney  
Lea 
D'Agostino
 of sacrificing 
the  career of 
another
 
prosecutor  in an effort
 to win 
the case.
 
"This 
district 
attorney  is 
trying to 
prosecute
 a 
case by 
accusing 
another
 
district attorney 
of perjury," said 
Braun. 
"She's  so desperate to win 
this
 
case, she's willing to sacrifice a 
good,  
honest district attorney like Gary Kes-
selman.
 
Kesselman,
 who prosecuted
 the 
"Twilight 
Zone  matter for three 
years before Mrs.
 D'Agostino stepped 
in last year.
 is the center of a debate 
over  the credibility of the first 
prosecu-
tion witness. Donna
 Schuman. 
Kesselman 
denies  under oath that 
Mrs. 
Schuman.  a movie 
production
 
secretary, 
ever told 
him about 
statements she attributed to I.andis and 
co-defendant
 George
 
Folsey in 
her 
trial 
testimony..  
On the witness 
stand yesterday,  
Mrs. Schuman
 continued
 to 
insist
 
that
 
she told Kesselman
 everything,  in-
cluding that I.andis and 
Folsey had 
joked  about the possibility of going 
to 
lad before the July 1982 helicopter 
crash 
which  
killed 
actor Vic 
Morrow
 
and two
 
children
 on 
the  set of "Twi-
light Zone: The Movie." 
She also insisted that Kesselman 
confided
 to her 
he
 was not 
going  to re -
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veal all of his evidence
 to the defense 
during grand jury hearings and a pre-
liminary 
hearing. 
"Ile said. 'You never put your 
whole
 
case on until you go before the 
jury."' Mrs. 
Schuman
 testified. "and 
that's the only time the defense has to 
have 
everything."  
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Delta  
Upsilon
 
praised
 
for tough 
pledge
 
policy
 
By Sue 
Kiyahu 
Daily start writer 
For the
 second consecutive
 year, 
members of the 
Delta Upsilon frater-
nity were recognized for the
 hest 
pledge program in the nation and re-
ceived the 
Fraternity  Examination Tro-
phy at the end of August, 
president 
Kevin 
Jameson said. 
"It 
was  nice to win the trophy. 
hut we 
wanted  the heavy-duty
 
hard
-
'.,ire,''
 
Jameson said. on being 
recog-
nized
 by the 
international
 fraternity. 
The "hardware" Jameson was 
referring to is the 
President's  Award,  
given to the 
best chapter on
 it
 
campus
 
with 13 or fewer fraternities. The Iowa 
chapter won 
this  year, Jameson said. 
"I think we're the top chapter 
west of 
Iowa,"  Jameson said. 
The San 
Jose chapter. 
which
 has 
about 65 active members, was also 
named best among 34 chapters in the 
United 
States
 and Canada. 
The fraternity's tough 
pledge  pro-
gram includes three grade 
checks,
 with  
a required 10 
grade point average,  
pledge projects, an 
honor 
code  and
 
.1,/,
 
hours  of study
 with an active 
member. 
In 
an article about the reinstate-
ment of the fraternity dated 
1984  in the 
Spartan Daily, then -President
 Rich 
Schooley said the 
pledge program was 
special because 
they do not participate
 
in hazing.
 secret 
meetings
 or 
rituals
 
The  
original  
society,
 
Alpha  
Pi 
Omega,
 was formed
 
in 
1931 at SJSU. 
In 1948,
 it 
changed
 to 
Delta  
Upsilon.
 
It 
became 
inactive
 in 
1971  
and  
estab-
lished  
itself  
again  
in
 1984
 as 
an
 active
 
chapter.  
JAMCM111
 said. 
The 
chapter
 
was 
also recognized 
for its 
charitable
 
work 
at the 
confer-
ence.
 It 
won  the 
Dr. 
Karl  and 
Jeanetta
 
Menninger
 
award  
for  
work
 
benefiting
 
The 
Villages,
 
Inc.,  a 
non-profit
 
orga-
nization
 
providing  
care 
for 
homeless
 
children.
 
Charitable
 
projects
 
included  
the 
"Tie
 One 
On" 
theme
 
benefit
 
at
 L.A.
 
Rocks,  
which
 
awarded
 
money 
for 
the  
hest 
tie and
 a 
haircutting
 theme
 bene-
fit. 
which
 
offered
 
haircuts
 
at
 a low
 
rate.
 The
 two
 
benefits  
produced
 
ap-
proximately  
51.300
 in 
donation money 
for The 
Villages.
 
'We 
have
 
made
 
so 
many  
im-
provements
 
since 
we 
have
 
become
 a 
charter
 
again:*
 
Jameson
 
said
 
One
 of the
 
improvements
 
has 
been a 
dedication
 to 
academic
 
excel-
lence.
 For 
the  past 
two
 years. 
the 
members
 of Delta 
Upsilon  have
 had 
the 
highest
 GPA 
of the 
houses
 in the 
Inter)
 
raterity 
Council  
He said in the
 
fall
 
of 
1982
 the 
chapter 
only had five
 members.
 They 
have 
pledged  
more  than 
100 new 
members
 over the past two 
years. 
Sigma Chi 
receives
 
award  
from national
 
organization
 
By 1.isa Elmore 
Daily staff writer 
For the 111th 
year running, the 
SJSU chapter 
of the Sigma Chi frater-
nity received 
the highest award
 given 
out by the international
 organization. 
The  SJSU 
chapter
 was one 
of
 67 
award 
winners
 for 1985-86. The orga-
nization 
has 194 chapters worldwide,
 
and most apply for the award,  
accord-
ing to Tim Kincaid. SJSU chapter sec-
retary'. 
'This is a 
very prestigious 
award, and we're 
very proud of receiv-
ing it.'' 
he said. The winners receive a 
plaque and a 
$50 
donation  to SJSU 
in 
the 
fraternity's
 name that goes toward 
tutoring and counseling services. 
The award was given to the chap-
ter at the international fraternity's 39th 
annual Leadership Training Workshop 
at 
Colorado  State University 
in Au-
gust. 
About  1,000 student and alumni 
leaders 
attended  the workshop, 
according to a Sigma Chi news re-
lease . 
Five SJSU 
chapter 
members  at-
tended
 - 
Kincaid.  
Treasurer  
Scott  
Nanik.  
Rush
 Chairman
 John 
Churillo,  
Pledge 
Trainer 
Don  
Huffman
 and 
Mike Kane. 
Kincaid 
said  the 
award  
recog-
nizes
 
outstanding
 
perlomiance  
in 
scholastic  
achievement,
 
sports,  pledge 
retention,  
budget
 management,
 on -
campus  
activities,
 publicity 
and com-
munity service. 
The 
SJSU 
chapter  
was  
especially  
strong in 
community 
service, he 
said. 
It 
donated  
$1.000
 to 
the 
Chil-
dren's 
Hospital
 at 
Stanford  
University
 
and 
about  
$4,000  
to 
Cleo
 Wallace
 
Vil-
lage.  a 
school  
in
 
Colorado
 for
 children
 
who are 
slow 
learners.
 
Because
 of an involved selection 
process, which includes
 having a live-
in observer from the national fraternity
 
and close scrutiny of the chapter's op-
erations, Kincaid said the the award is 
"extremely hard to get." 
Bradley  gains
 ground 
in poll 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 (AP)  Los 
Angeles 
Mayor  Tom 
Bradley.
 whose 
gubernatorial 
campaign has
 been 
marked  by spotty
 fund raising 
and 
poor 
showings
 in statewide
 polls. has 
climbed 
within six points 
of
 Gov.. 
George 
Deukmejian.  
according  to a 
survey conducted
 jointly by 
the San 
Francisco Examiner
 and KRON-TV, 
Channel 4. 
The latest poll, 
released Monday. 
showed 
Deukmejian favored by 
45 
percent of 
those surveyed, while Brad-
ley was 
preferred  by 39 percent. 
the 
poll,  
conducted
 by 
Teichner  
& 
Associates.
 showed 
12 
percent
 of 
the
 voters 
undecided.  and
 6 percent 
fa-
voring 
other  
candidates.  
The  survey
 
targeted
 
1.200 
% 
oters  
during 
a 
three-
day 
period
 last neck
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Defense
 
of
 
the 
'80's 
Sam 
Gruneisen
 
introduces
 new
 
high-pressure
 
alignment
 to SJSU 
football  
By Paul 
neatly  
Daily 
stan 
writer  
The 
defense
 
of the '80's
 has
 ar-
rived at 
SJSU. 
When  head 
coach 
Claude  
Gilbert
 
brought
 in defensive 
coordinator
 Sam 
Gruneisen
 
from  the 
LISFI.'s
 Los
 An-
geles 
Express, 
he also 
brought
 in a 
new 
high-pressure
 
defense.  
"We 
decided to 
play 
it to put 
pressure  on the
 offense," 
Gruneisen  
said. 
"We're  
playing  teams,
 in the 
first
 five games,  that are 
so-called
 in-
dividually better
 that us. To win those 
ballgames
 we have 
to play as 
a unit. 
We have to come 
out  
and  play an ag-
gressive, pressure 
defense."  
The Spartans 
did that 
Saturday
 
night when the defense 
allowed  only 
two field 
goals after Oregon's 
initial 
scoring  drive. 
Oregon quarterback
 Chris Miller 
said SJSU should surprise a 
kw teams 
this year. 
What the 
Spartans
 are playing is a 
version  
of
 the 
Chicago 
Bears* "46" 
defense, but instead of working out of 
a 
standard  4-3 alignment, the "Spar-
tan" defense is based on a 3-4 
set.  
The result is the same: 
maximum  
pressure on the offense. 
By isolating
 the offensive line-
men 
one-on-one 
with the defensive 
linemen and allowing blitzing line-
backers -- many times all four to 
shoot through gaps in the line, the de-
fense can penetrate into the backfield. 
These unblocked linebackers often 
have a clear shot at the hall carrier or 
quarterback. 
"You start killing people," line-
backer Yepi Pauu said. "The hest pan 
(of 
the defense)
 is hitting 
people."  
"We want to cause blocking 
problems and get in the quarterback's 
face," Gruneisen 
said. 
They
 hope to do that by blitzing 
at least half the time and then letting 
the rhythm of the game determine the 
final percentage. 
Against Oregon, the Spartan blitz
 
was effective, as it constantly forced 
Miller out of the pocket and took away 
the big 
play. 
Cornerback K.C. Clark said there 
are two ways a team can play defense. 
"We can set up our defense 
to go.  
after 
the quarterback or 
protect  against 
the pass." he 
said.  "I like going after 
the quarterback 
.  
That's the 
advantage  of the 
"Spartan." It reverses the mle  of each 
unit,  
putting  the defense on the offen-
sive and the offense on the defensive. 
"It's great.' defensive end 
Wayne  
Wixtdard  
said.
 
We 
have the 
ability to 
be an 
attacking
 team. 
We
 can 
actually
 set the 
tone  of the 
ganie  with 
our 
defense."
 
The true 
beauty of the 
defense is 
the 
way 
it 
takes  the offense out of its 
game
 plan. 
 
'You
 eliminate 
some
 things from 
the offensive
 arsenal, 
Gruneisen 
said.
 "After the 
game,  I talked to 
Ore-
gon's 
offensive  coordinator
 (Bob 
To-
ledo), and he 
admitted that 
they quit 
running  because they 
couldn't move." 
The  Spartans limited the 
Ducks  to 
83 
yards rushing 
Saturday  night, in-
cluding 
minus  nine yards in 
the  second 
half.  
SJSU 
is 
hoping the 
pressure de-
fense 
will  lead to more 
turnovers
 by 
the opposition.
 If it is able to 
accompl-
ish that, Gruneisen 
said the Spartans 
will 
stay
 in the 
game. 
"That's  all these kids want, a 
chance to win," 
he said. 
Sonic argue a 
high-pressure
 de-
fense is 
susceptible
 to the big play,
 be-
cause the cornerbacks are left 
alone  to 
cover  the receivers one-on-one. 
It is 
an
 argument 
Gruneisen
 does 
not buy. 
"I don't worry about the big 
plays. 
 I he said.
 "It's  a result that can 
happen on any play. The 
scheme  
doesn't cause big plays, the kids do. 
"If we 
can get enough pressure 
(on the quarterback), we feel the DB's 
(defensive backs) can handle the man 
coverage. 
I have full confidence that 
the kids will hold up and do that." 
Gruneisen said the opponent's of-
fensive 
line is in the same boat as the 
defensive hacks. 
"We make the offensive
 line 
block 
one-on-one,"
 he said. "It's just 
like the defensive
 backs on the receiv-
ers. It's whoever can cover the 
best."
 
We
 have great defensive 
hacks." %Ward said. "To cover the 
receivers,  they're going to have to play 
great.
 
Clark relishes the challenge. 
"I like it.** he said. "As a de-
fensive back, 
you're always in a 
highly pressurized 
situation.  It's (just) 
you 
and the receiver." 
Gruneisen  said the new defense 
will foster an enthusiastic, 
contagious  
attitude among the team. It's a confi-
dence the 
defense
 thinks can lead the 
team to respectability. 
Gruneisen said
 he will try to 
keep  
the defense 
simple and hopes
 the team 
gets
 to a point 
where  defense 
will be a 
reaction.
 
Ken Lam-- Daily staff 
photographer
 
SJSU's K.C. Clark upends an Oregon runner while teammate 
Ryan
 Rasnick rushes in 
Special  
teams
 vital 
to 
winning  
clubs 
By 
Greg  Stryker 
Daily 
staff writer 
Special  teams 
play
 is a pan of 
football that is 
often 
overlooked  
but
 seldom lacking in 
importance  
or
 drama. 
Spartan
 defensive backfield costa
 Larry
 
Petrill  
knows 
the importance of special 
teams.
 
"On special teams, 
we put our best players out 
there."
 he said. "We don't treat special teams as a 
rec-
reational
 program. To 
use  
an old cliche, it's 
one-third
 of 
the 
game.  
"If you count the aniount of plays in a 
game,  one-
third will be special
 team plays." 
The Spartan's season opener against Oregon was 
largely decided by a special teams play. 
A low snap from center hit punter Tom Diehl in the 
left foot and bounced in the end lone, where it was re-
covered for the winning Oregon touchdown. 
Special teams play begins
 with the opening kickoff. 
The receiving 
team is generally a group of 
players
 that 
has the 
ability  to hit on the run
 and possesses agility
 and 
speed. Offensive 
coordinator  Terry Shea 
picks
 his return 
team
 carefully. 
"The days of the big. 
strong, bulky type 
players  
are no longer on the return 
'Returning  punts IS 
team." Shea said. "We 
probably one of 
want speed and quickness." 
the hardest things 
On the "primary re-
turn." a 
wedge  is formed 
to do in the game 
where the ball is 
kicked,  
because there are 
The five -player wedge is 
I I mad men 
created to 
bring
 the 
ball up 
the field, stressing a vertical 
push north  and south. 
Punt returner Freddie
 
Payton returned kickoffs 
last season. He said the first 
concern of the returner is to 
get the ball to the 2(1 -yard 
line. 
"When you're on a 
kickoff run you 
really don't 
warn to hit anybody," Pay-
ton said. "You
 try to avoid. 
"On kickoffs you can see everything because it's 
coming right at you. You try 
to dodge the guy right off. 
The 
defensive  coverage team on 
kickoffs
 is mostly 
made up of top defensive 
players
 who "have the ability 
to run and break 
down
 and tackle,  Petrill said. 
The coverage 
players are taught dodging techniques
 
so they can 
fake the bloekers to get to 
a specific spot. 
"The
 thing that is critical on 
kickoff coverage is 
that the
 players must sprint for 
45 yards," Petrill said. 
"The whole ticket is to 
beat the guy setting up. 
Coverage
 teams also try to cause 
fumbles  to get ball 
back for the offense. The 
second
 and third tacklers on a 
ball carrier try to 
wrestle  the ball loose after the first
 
tackler 
"controls' the hall carrier. 
In
 addition to his cornerback
 duties, K.C. Clark re-
turns punts. He 
considers  it one of the toughest jobs 
on 
the
 field. 
"Returning punts is probably 
one of the hardest 
things
 to do in the game because there 
are II mad men 
running 
down at you." Clark said. "You
 just have to be 
like a rabbit running for your life." 
running down at 
you. 
You  just 
have
 to be like a 
rabbit running 
for your life.' 
 
K.C. 
Clark,  
Spartan 
cornerback 
Youthful
 Spartans
 
host  
Pacific  as field
 hockey
 season 
opens  
By Paul
 Beall)
 
ting. aggressive team. 
Daily
 staff 
writer  
"They always
 get up for us," 
The 
Spartan  field 
hockey team 
Lewis 
said.  "The 
key
 is to play 
our 
opens both 
its regular 
and  
conference
 game. 
and  when we 
lose possession
 of 
seasons
 today when 
it
 plays host to 
Pa-  
the 
ball, we 
have  to 
get 
into
 our  press 
cific 
at
 3:30 p.m. 
at
 South 
Campus.
 
and not let them get 
into  the passing 
The 
young  team 
is coming
 off  
combinations."
 
shaky  outings
 at the 
league
 scrim- 
A lack 
of a pressure defense hurt 
' mages
 
Saturday.
 
the Spartans on Saturday. and 
they 
In three
 25 -minute 
exibition
 con-
 
must
 play with more intensity to beat 
- tests 
against  
Stanford.
 Cal 
and  Chico 
Pacific. 
State, 
SJSU was
 held 
scoreless.  
"We have to improve our tran-
Lewis said 
Pacific 
is a hard-hit-
 
sition 
game,"  I.,ewis said. "When we 
PCAA
 
names
 week's 
standouts 
SANTA
 
ANA 
(AP)
  
New 
 
Mexico 
State 
quarterback
 Jim 
Miller 
pnd 
Fresno  
State  
defensive  
end Jethro
 
: 
franklin  
have
 been 
honored
 as the 
Pa-
cific 
Coast  
Athletic
 
Association
 foot-
ball  
players
 of 
the 
week.  the 
PCAA 
 
announced  
Monday.
 
Franklin, a 6-2, 250
-pound  ju-
nior,  was honored in the defensive 
player of the week for his effort in 
Fresno State's 
55-2  whipping of Mon-
tana State. 
Miller completed 14 of his 18 
pass attempts 
for 180 
yards
 and 
two
 
touchdowns and 
rushed  for 73 yards 
Miller,
 a 6
-foot
-1, 195 -pound
 
jut- and another TO in New Mexico 
State's
 
nior from 
Roswell.  N.M., was 
him-
 first -ever PCAA 
triumph.
 
ored as the 
offensive 
player
 of the 
Franklin had
 eight solo 
tackles  
week for his
 performance
 in New 
and  
assisted 
on 
three  others in his first 
Mexico 
State's 
24-21  victory
 over Ful- collegiate start. He had 
five
 guar-
lerton 
State  last 
Saturday.  
terback 
sacks for 
47
 
yards  
in 
los.e. 
HUGE 
SAVINGS
 ON 
CALCULATORS
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80 
lose the ball, we have to get hack in 
at
. ' 
Pacific coach Carla Konet is not 
too interested in the Spartans' woes: 
she has problems of her own. 
The Tigers are coming off a 
4-8-1  
season. 3-4-1 in the 
NorPac  conter-
ence and could
 not even field a com-
plete 
team at Berkeley because of in-
jury and eligibility problems. 
Three players 
were  held out be-
cause they had 
yet to turn in insurance 
forms required by the 
university
 . hut 
Ki1110 C FICC15 them to 
be allowed to 
play
 today. 
Konet's problems have been fur-
ther 
complicated  by the unexpected 
loss of 
three  stainers
 since 
May 
  les been one of the most inter-
esting  beginnings in eight 
sears
 of 
coaching.''Konet 
said. "It's been a 
challenge eyery day." 
In addition,  all -conference hack 
Lee McNiff 
is
 nursing a hamstring in-
jury.. although Konet expected her to 
play  
The most 
exciting 
few 
hours  
you'll
 
spend
 all week. 
Run. 
Climb.  Rappel. Navigate. Lead. 
And develop 
the confidence and
 
skills 
won't  get from 
a textbook. 
Enroll  in Army 
ROTC
 
as 
one 
of
 your electives. 
Get the 
facts
 
today. 1W All YOU CAN BE. 
At San
 Jose 
State 
See 
Capt.
 
George
 
Jicha  
Room
 308,
 
MacOuarrie  
Hall  
or Call 277-2985 
It's Not Too Late 
To Sign 
Up! 
LAST 
DAY TO ADD A 
CLASS
 IS 
SEPT.  
12th  
AR"1JHI
 RVE 
111 
k 1R 1-01NINL. 
L 
IT5 
it SleNitt is in, 
we'll  have to 
pay attention to her," 
Lewis  said. 
Komi  said her team has been 
hurt  
by not being able to 
play together, and 
because
 of it they are making 
mis-
take,.
 
"I think the first game of 
any  sea-
son
 can go any way." she said. 
'There will he a lot of mistakes.
 The 
team that wins will take advantage of 
the other's mistakes.''
 
It is here where the 
inexperienced  
Spartans
 may have 
some  problems.
 
Four freshmen  
backs Tina 
Royce 
and Denise Chatas. 
midfielder  
Sheryl
 Sorg and forward 
Gina Donof-
rio 
 will be making their 
college  de-
buts in starting 
roles. 
The two teams
 finished last
 sea-
son with
 Pacific visiting
 SJSU and 
sec-
ond place 
in the conference
 on the 
line. 
"They tied us in the 
last  minute. 
It was 
an
 ending I know our seniors 
didn't like," 
Lewis  said, sounding as 
if she didn't like it either. 
It was the first time the Spartans, 
at home, failed to defeat Pacific. 
FREE
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PRINTS
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Daily  
Life,  
not  
fantasy,
 
inspires
 
cartoonist
 
Book  
confirmed,  
strip may
 be in 
the offing
 
By Scott G. Hamilton 
Daily
 start 
writer  
Comic
 
hooks  
don't 
have to be 
about superheroes saving the universe 
or life in distant galaxies or furry crea-
tures exploring different dimensions. 
Take it from SJSU cartoonist Jim 
Bricker,
 whose own book "Open Sea-
son" will begin a trial publishing run 
this December. Nary a superhero 
is to 
be found. 
Atypical from the word go, the 
basic concept behind Bricker's book is 
the way three very different people try 
to live together without killing each 
other.
 
In another sense,  it's a combina-
tion of Woody Allen humor, "All in 
the Family" and old Roadrunner car-
toons.
 
Actually it's both, Bricker said, 
and he likes 
it that way. 
"It's 
great  that I can do 
some-
thing like 
this
 in the comic book
 me-
dium because 
it hasn't been 
done
 for 
quite a long
 time," Bricker said. 
"The 
industry 
has just been overfloosied
 
with 
superheroes  and books that 
in-
volve 
three adjectives and an animal." 
Bricker's book does not fall into 
the void of "adjectives and animals," 
he said, but follows in the same vein as 
his  long
-running and controversial 
Spartan Daily strip "Daley. Readers 
sometimes protested the 
way  women, 
fraternities
 and other segments of the 
campus community. bore the brunt of 
Bricker's jokes. 
"It's in the same tone as the strip 
I did here  it's definitely aimed at 
the college -level audience." he said. 
"I'm thinking of 
howl
 would enjoy it. 
I'm not concerned 
whether or not the 
younger audience picks this up." 
Old characters Joe Daley and 
Cliff Mason remain relatively 
un-
changed as they 
find
 their new home in 
"Open 
Season,"
 But the females that 
were often portrayed as airheads in 
"Daley"  have been replaced by a new 
girl. Robin, because Bricker felt the 
story 
needed 
someone  who was  a 
"total  bitch." 
Robin fills the 
requirements  quite 
effectively,  he said. 
The 32 -page black and
 white 
book was 
planned
 as mostly pure so-
cial commentary because Deni Lou -
ben, his publisher at Renegade Press, 
wanted it that way, Bricker said. But 
when he discovered that he wasn't en-
joying what he was doing. Bricker 
convinced
 her
 to let him 
change
 the 
book's direction. 
'It was too point oriented. I was 
sacrificing the 'ha-ha' to make the 
point," 
he
 said. 
Bricker, 21, says he feels confi-
dent that the new and improved 
"Mach 2 storyline strikes a balance 
between 
meaning  and humor. 
"I'm trying to play this as reality 
 how I see the world through my 
own eyes, in terms of people relating 
to each other and how things
 happen," 
he said
 "Things happen all in one big 
clump, and you have to deal with them 
all 
at
 once."
 
In keeping with Sticker's view of 
reality, many things happen within one 
day in each "Open Season" 
story,
 and 
the lives of the characters become con-
sumed by the events. 
Although 
Bricker
 opted 
for a 
lighter mood this time around, car-
tooning
 of a 
more 
serious  
nature  is not 
foreign to him. A comic he 
did  entitled 
"Demlins" ran as a backup feature in 
the March 1985 issue of the Canadian 
book "Cerebus the Aardvark." 
"Cerebus"  was just 
the type of 
book 
that Bricker could work 
with:  out 
of the ordinary. 
"It's the most bizarre comic
 book 
I've ever seen," he said. 
"It  goes 
From off-the-wall slapstick in one issue 
Top 
movies 
unchanged
 
HOLLYW(K)I)
 (API  Com-
peting with
 fading summer 
and start of 
school, the
 six top -earning
 movies re-
mained 
unchanged  
from
 the 
previous
 
weekend,
 with "Stand  
By Me," "Top
 
Gun," and
 "The Fly
 the top 
choice  
for 
filmgoers.
 
"Stand  by 
Me,"  the 
Stephen
 
King 
story  of four 
boys on a 
search  for 
a body, 
took in 
$3.4  million
 over the
 
weekend  
for first 
place. 
"Top
 Gun." 
the 
summer's
 big-
gest 
earner, sold
 another
 $3.3 million 
worth  of 
tickets 
for  the 
number  
two
 
spot.  The 
romance
-adventure
 starring
 
Tom
 Cruise 
as a 
Navy
 fighter
 jock has
 
earned
 a total
 of 
$135.6  
million.  
"The 
Fly," 
which  
features
 the 
mercilessly  
detailed  
metamorphosis
 of 
Jeff 
Goldblum 
into a hug. 
earned $2.5 
million,
 putting
 the 
science
-fiction
 re-
make
 in 
third 
place.  
Fourth  
was
 "The 
Karate 
Kid,  
Part  II," 
the second
 summer
 movie
 to 
top the 
$100 
million  
earnings
 mark.
 
The 
movie,  
which
 stars 
Ralph  
Mac-
chio
 as a 
teenage  
martial -arts
 student 
and 
Pat Morita
 as his 
mentor, 
earned 
$2.3 
million  its 
12th 
weekend  in 
re-
lease, 
for a 
total  
take
 of 
$101.7  
mil-
lion. 
to 
high  drama in 
the next, but
 there's 
always
 political 
subterfuge
 going on. 
It's  really 
intense."  
For his feature. 
Bricker created 
hordes 
of 
tiny Democratic donkeys 
that attacked 
President  Reagan like the
 
movie
 characters from 
which their 
name was borrowed.
 
Backup
 features 
run  at the end
 of 
this 
type
 of comic
 btiok as a 
change of 
pace, 
Bricker said.
 A similar
 piece, 
"Reagan 
Dreams,"  
will  accompany
 
"Open
 Season." 
Reagan
 doesn't fall victim to 
Democratic onslaughts this time. In 
one issue, dream sequences chronicle 
the president's swashbuckling adven-
tures as he searches for treasure to 
solve the national debt. Another issue 
finds him as a sheriff from 
the Old 
West looking for had 
guys  like Moam-
mar Gadhafi.
 
I'm 
trying to play 
this as reality  how I see
 
the 
world . . . in terms of 
people relating to each 
other and how things 
happen.'
 
Other episodes may follow, but 
Bricker isn't 
worried
 
about  
problems  
arising if he is still drawing the feature 
when Reagan leaves office. He holds a 
similar attitude
 for the whole book, an-
ticipating the three issues that he 
knows are coming. 
"I like to keep my expectations 
low," he said. 
"I 
don't what to be dis-
appointed, but if it does turn out good, 
then I'll be happy."
 
Bricker said 
he allows himself to 
take things slowly because he isn't out 
to make a quick profit  he is working 
toward
 a career. 
"I'm going to keep cartooning, 
whether in a 
book
 or a 
strip,"
 he  said. 
"This is what I want to do for 
the  rest 
of my life." 
Bricker
 discovered his passion for 
drawing at age 
7, when he began 
sketching everything around him  
"Peanuts"  characters from the books 
he was collecting, 
Fred Flintstone 
from his pillowcases  and 
things  
began to mesh into what was to be-
come 
his style. 
"Everything,  whether it's com-
ics. or movies
 
or
 even music 
to
 some 
extent will inspire me to do something 
and give me an idea or energy or a new 
way of 
looking
 at things, so I can in-
corporate it into 
my style," Bricker 
said.
 
"My learning has just been a con-
stant absorption of everything I see," 
he said. "But I don't think there has 
been a conscious effort to develop my 
own style. It's just been a happy 
acci-
dent. 
 
The long developmental process 
has paid off for
 him. Since he began 
drawing Joe when he was 
nine or ten, 
it has been easy for Bricker
 to use the 
character as his personal 
statement.  
"Joe was maybe 60 percent me." 
he said. "I maybe put too much of my-
self in there. I left myself open in a lot 
of
 places." 
The  intimate relationship Bricker 
formed with his characters while deal-
ing with
 them extensively in "Daley 
has helped
 spawn his creativity. 
"I 
now find that the book writes 
itself. I know 
the  characters so well, 
and their 
characterizations  are so 
strong, that things have 
to go certain 
ways," 
he said. 
Those characters have 
evolved 
from a 
fusion of Bricker's 
experiences 
and ideas, composites of real people 
and mental construction. 
"They are not inspired by any 
one 
person,"  he said.
 
"They  are cre-
ated with a 
specific image in mind, but 
the initial germ comes from within my 
head."
 
Largely
 self-taught, 
a junior high 
art class
 is the only formal training 
Bricker has subjected himself to. He 
resents people trying
 to influence his 
style or 
telling him how things should
 
be drawn. 
'No one said 
to me, 'Make the 
nose this way.' It has all been devel-
oped on my own," he said. 
Bricker's rejection of structure is 
one reason why he is currently stuck in 
"major
 limbo." 
He tried radio and 
television  for 
awhile, but 
it wasn't 
what
 he 
si 
looking for. 
A probe into the 
world
 in 
graphics
 left him similarly flat. he 
said, bringing Bricker 
to one realiza-
tion: "I am  not a graphic designer. I 
am not an artist. I am a cartoonist." 
The respect Bricker holds for car-
tooning in its own right gives him the 
desire
 to succeed without sacrificing 
his integrity. 
The current market
 for black and 
white comic books is madly specu-
lative, he said. and profiteering is cor-
rupting many cartoonists' intentions. 
Bricker
 explained that
 many peo-
ple  will purchase the 
premiere issue of 
a black and 
white book, 
hoping  its 
value
 will increase if the 
hook is suc-
cessful.  
"Cerebus"
 sold 2,000 copies of 
its first issue and each new one sells 
approximately 32,000, bringing the 
first issue's value to a list price of 
$250, he said. 
But in most cases, a book's sub-
sequent issues will not sell as dramati-
cally as the first, 
destroying  the expec-
tations created by the initial sales,
 
Bricker said. 
'People don't buy that first issue 
to read 
it,  they buy it to slap it in a 
Mylar bag and put 
it in a vacuumed 
safe so that no dust 
will come to it and 
'I am not 
a graphic 
designer. I am 
not  an 
artist.
 I am a 
cartoonist.'  
it 
will  be in 
pristine  
condition
 in a 
thousand 
years. 
That's  not  
what  I'm 
after,'' he 
said. 
Bricker
 
hopes  
that
 
people  
will  
buy  
"Open  
Season"
 for
 its 
entertain-
ment,  not
 
investment
 
value.
 
"I'm 
trying to 
play  this as 
reality 
 how I 
see  the world 
through my 
own eyes, in 
terms of people
 relating 
to each other 
and  how things 
happen."  
he 
said. "Things 
happen  all in one 
big 
clump,  and you 
have
 to deal with 
them  
all at 
once."  
"I'm writing and drawing the 
book so people can 
read it and enjoy it, 
not so they can say it 
will be worth a 
million dollars and 
stick  it away. I'm 
sure some people are going to do that, 
but I want them to read the damn 
thing," he said. 
"If it continues to sell at a steady 
pace, then it will be successful on a 
more sincere level," he said. "People 
will know that it is a quality book, and 
more people will end up hearing about 
it." 
Bricker admits that the 
market
 is 
tough to crack, 
regardless  of the tac-
tics 
Potential
 audiences are lost be -
Photo
 
illustration
 by Alan
 Dep 
SJSU cartoonist Jim Bricker 
says
 he hopes his new book "Open 
Season"  will catch on with students 
cause of their
 stereotypical 
perception  
of comic 
books, he said. 
'I 
know  I have a potential 
audi-
ence of college 
students, but 
most  of 
those 
people  aren't 
going
 to walk into 
a comic shop when they 
see Superman 
and 
Spiderman 
painted
 all over the
 
window 
s, ' ' he said. 
"I would love to see 
this in the 
Spartan
 Bookstore. I 
think it would 
sell quite well, and 
it would open the
 
market up for 
other  
hooks,"  he said, 
'It's sad to stereotype like that,  
hut there are
 people who live,
 breathe, 
eat and 
crap for the 
next  issue of 'X
-
Men'
 to come 
out."  
A contact 
Bricker
 made at 
a 
comic 
artist's conference 
last summer 
has him hopeful
 that someday 
there -
will be a bigger 
audience  for his work. 
Representatives from 
the 1ms Angeles 
Times syndication service
 
asked  
Bricker
 to submit a daili 
strip  for their 
consideration.  
Although
 he 
is 
working 
on some 
ideas, 
time
 constraint,
 from school,
 
working on 
"Open Season:.  and 
Bricker's  jobs, both in 
the  dining com-
mons that he once poked fun at 
and as 
a 
Markham  Hall residence 
adviser,  arc 
holding him back 
for  now. 
"I want to do the
 
strip.'' he said. 
I want to do it  
very
 badly. But right 
now I just can't. 
There's  just too much 
to 
do."
 
But Bricker
 holds fast to the 
dream,  as he 
describes his ideal situa-
tion:  "I would love to get 
to
 a point 
where I have to set up in the 
morning.  
do a comic strip, read my 
mail  and 
then work
 on a hook and just keep
 
going."  
ATTENTION
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Alpha Phi 
Omega  
will
 
hold  
an 
infiirmation
 meeting 
at 
7 
p.m.  today
 in 
the 
Student
 
Union  
Guadalupe  Room.
 For 
more information,
 
call  
Steve
 
Kraft  at 
288-9549.
 
 
The 
Business/Professional
 
Advertising  
Association
 
will 
hold a 
meeting  
at 6 
p.m.  
today
 
in the Student
 Union 
Ballroom.
 For 
more
 
information,
 
call 
Cliff  Asher at 277-
8148. 
 
The 
Human
 
Resource  
Administration
 
Club
 will
 hold 
an 
open
 house 
at 5 
p.m.
 today
 in 
the Student
 Union 
Mon -
Italy° 
Room.
 For
 
more  
information,
 
call 
Denise  Romano
 at 
297-7393.
 
 
MEChA
 
will
 hold 
a 
general
 
meeting  
at 6 
p.m.  
today  in 
the 
Student
 Union
 
Pacheco
 
Room.  For
 more 
information,
 
call 
Carmen  or 
Marta 
at
 
2911-2531.
 
 
The
 
Akbayan
 
Club.  a 
group 
of 
Filipino
-American
 stu-
dents,
 
will
 hold 
its first
 
meeting
 at 
2:30 
p.m.  
today  in 
the 
Student
 
Union  
Almaden  
Room. 
For 
more
 
information.
 call 
Mark at 
258-6069.  
 
The 
Associated
 
Students  
will  hold 
an 
open
 house
 from 
11 
a.m. to 
2 p.m. 
today in 
the A.S.
 office 
on the 
third  floor
 
of the 
Student 
Union. 
For more
 
information,
 
call
 
Annabelle
 
Ladao  at 
277-3201.  
 
Business  
fraternity
 Delta
 Sigma 
Pi will
 open 
a recruit-
ing 
table 
front  9:30
 a.m. 
to 1:30 
p.m. 
today  on 
the first 
floor 
of 
the  
Business
 
Classrooms
 building.
 For 
more  
information.
 
call Pam 
Moore 
at
 264-0131.
 
 
The 
College
 
Republicans  
will 
meet  at 
12:30 
p.m. 
today  in 
the Student
 Union 
Guadalupe
 Room.
 For 
more  in-
formation,
 call Susan
 Chargin
 at 
281-3717.  
 
The
 Campus
 Ministry
 will 
hold  a Bible
 study 
session 
from 
11:30  a.m. 
to 12:30 
p.m. today
 in the 
Student 
Union 
Montalvo  
Room. 
For  more 
information,
 call 
Norb Fim-
haber at 298-0204. 
 
The
 Robotics 
and 
Manufacturing  
Club will 
meet al 
12:30 p.m.
 today in 
engineering  
building. 
Room  337. 
For  
more  
information.
 call 
Richard  Azeredo
 or Bryan 
Muraha-
shi at 
277-2501.  
 
Career Planning and 
Placement
 will hold a Co-op 
Orientation at 1:30 
p.m. today in the Student Union Costa
-
noon Room. For more information,
 call Cheryl Allmen at 
277-2272. 
 
The Community 
Committee  for 
International
 Students 
will
 hold "Conversation
-in -English
-Groups" from 
10 a.m. 
to noon today
 in the 
administration  
building.
 Room 
222-1.  
For 
more information,
 call the 
International  Center 
at 277-
3690.  
 
The Disabled Students
 Association and the Talking 
Hands Club
 will hold a barbecue 
and bake sale from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. today in the
 barbecue pits area  on Seventh 
Street 
Dry Toast
 
Peter Stein 
"I've
 booked 'em 
for David 
Letterman's  
'Stupid
 Pet 
Tricks:  " 
Classified
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
  
ADULT  (XXX) 
CLASSIFIED
 MAGAZINE 
FREE! 
Call 255-0724 
(recording)  
tog*, your copy, 24 tors 
FREE  
WOMEN
 INTERESTED
 IN tryouts 
for 
Intorcolleglate
 basketball 
Tinge 
isa 
manclotory 
muting  Sept 22 
Si 3pm In 
Span  an Comp. 9 
Call  
277-3750
 for information
 
6104310 WEEKLY Up. mailing circu
 
laal 
No quotas bosses 
Sincorely
 
intorosted rush 
sonaddressed  
Notwork-CDW 
P01.61072
 Crystal Lola, II 
80014  
AUTOMOTIVE  
BUGS FOR SALE.. San JON  
best  
BUGS All ....mtg.!. 
100'.  II. 
nencing.
 OAC Cali VW 
Roelof.,  
Ilon 
51
 
297-6260
 5200 discount on 
uhica 
univ ID 
YAMAHA 700 MAXIM X shaft drive 
Woter cooled. 25 vane Gentsis 
engine New condition 2100
 ml
 
Including 2 pc gloves. holf.t. 
tank bag. 02300 bo Must sae. Ken 
St 297-9213 ergs 
78 MUSTANG
 II 
58, 4 
spd,
 am frn ste-
reo. cast. to E0 
nags,
 !war. 
$1200bo Call 
374-0574  
'75 MERCURY AUTOMATIC. 
2dr  runs 
good $100 
by
 Call 729-4373 otter
 
1 lam.  259-8693
 9prn-ltpr0  
73 CAPRI. 2600 automatic
 sir well 
meat . greet student car $950 
647-0221.  Lorm, loove
 
message 
it HONDA 600 SEDAN 40 mpg 
excint 
co04
 grt student car 
01500110. 
sell
 aup Call 
942-4947
 
IN  MUSTANG 
Aqua ..den.
 
08. auto 
matk, oint maInt Ideal student 
car 029110 best offer 
734-9110 
65 BUICK 2-door ps. pb 
at
 
good 
co11.0
 rune 
greet. 1500 bo H 926 
4064, W 748.3401
 
COMPUTERS
 
DISK TO 
DISK  CONVERSIONS 
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS 
Portables-OSBORN-IRS-80
 
Over 500 Disk formats 
$1460  disk Word Pro-
cessoro-klag Tomos 
Prompt Sorvice PU & °Nivea 
Crest'. Dots Serif 
(rapass-seee  
FOR  SALE 
FUTONS.. Quality cotton products 
Create your own Ilying & sleeping 
spike with our futons pillows 
e nd framers Custom Futons & Pil. 
low Plus,  302 El Paseo 
Shopping  
Center at Saratoga & Compbell
 
A009),
 San Jou,
 378-5646 10% 
dacount on Futons with 'his ad 
I SELL ONLY ONE model and Woo 
(23"l
 of bike but you can own 
 
new 
12speed
 for less
 than 185 
11114C
 Bicycle Salu offers 
low  
cost tronsporatIon
 nude 
Or
 the 
S tudent
 30 day guarantee
 All 
sales final Call
 Days 942-7736. 
Eves 
293-4780
 As'. tor Joe 
MOVING 
QUEEN (6185)
  lull 1$145)
 
bed 
(both
 unused) 
Dinelto
 $125, 
Ps
 bdrm set 
$265.  coffee 
Isl..  
$45, 
bunkbods  $185 
All mint
 Or 
better 
Call  Grog 
e12929424 
WHY BUY
 SEMINAR
 
COURSES,
 
Bor.
 
row
 them 
frorn us. 
Root 
Eslate.  
Motivotional,  
Sole. 
& Business
 
loomo-study
 
count. 
Hundreds  
to 
choose
 fro. 
We'll 
also  
scout
 
Wt 
y 
used 
courses  
for 
crodit
 to-
w.ed
 
the 
snnual  
fee 
UNLIMITED
 
borrowing
 
The  
Seminar  
library 
(100)124-22220132
 
HELP
 
WANTED
 
EARN
 1 
to
 3 UNITS
 
TUTORING  
high 
school  
students
 on 
campus  
Two 
Iwo 
one 
week
 day 
afternoon  
Up 
turd
 
Bound  
WLC219
 
call
 327 
2331 
FRESHMAN
 
SOPHMORE
 
Type 
40 
WPM
 
Willow  
Glen  
PreacrIptIon
 
P
hormuy  
Alt 
WIts 
MW
 
F 3 
7pm.
 T-Th 3 
7prn & 
Sal  9 
30m  
3prn  
63
 85 
hr
 to 
Han 
Will 
train  
Gator  
appointment
 
266-828,  
0111111EAST1CS 
INSTRUCTORS
 
N
EEDED  
Mon 
thru
 Pours
 3 30-
D.30 pon 
Fop w 
chlklren
 rung. 
a.m.
 Clara 
Parks & 
Rcrufflon
 
Call 
Inca for 
info
 
01 664-3257
 
HOUSECLEANING 
HELP  WANTED. 
Weekly  or 1H -weekly for 2 1 2 
hrs 
$20.00 
Call
 Gall at 287-0435 
HOUSEKEEPING  (PT) 
HELP-Fmsle  
Student to 
clean  hon. Transp
 
furnished 
ES 
It,
 
bonus  27E-
3396 
IMMEDIATE
 OPENINGS.
 P -T plw-
phun  
uleo for S J Civic Light
 
Opera Help the 
arts and help 
youroolf 
Dsys  or eve shifts Must 
be loquacious  and 
fellable  Call 
George days 
11.3prn,  eves 5 -Rpm 
at 
297-0110  Caual atmos 
LOOKING FOR
 PART TIME work, 
Togo  at 900 N First St Is luring 
for cloy time 
positions  
Phase  
call 
26740700, inquire within 
LUNCH SHIFT 
WAITRESS  need. 
MINATO
 Japanese cosine Call 
Mac at 
996-9711
 
MARKETING SALES 
REP Creative 
outgoing person to work on cam-
pus with not I daily nwspr 
orga-
nizing college
 sale. Flexible
 hr.
 
Call 600-369-1693.5k 
for Monika 
McDONALD  NOW HIRING. 
Premium
 
pay. 
hours  fan. around school 
schedule 
Too-flve 
days,  10-35 
5,5 06 
intervlow  M -F 3-4prn 
Contact Mike or 
Lucy
 at 365-3095. 
15475 Los Gatos Blvd 
OFFICE ASST. 
Flex hr. eves  
wookonds Varied du.. In nogg 
credit  office Call Debby at 29E-
7393 Russolis Furniture 
PART
 II FULL TIME RETAIL HELP. Ro-
llout'
 firm preparing for 
Christmas work and 
sernuter 
break work It accepted you will 
urn 1925 starling,
 Pan 
time
 
1201
 
earnings 
per wee* equal 0185 
Full 
1401 
urnings
 por week equal 
1170 No .opulence  is needed
 
be-
cause
 ol 
our intensive
 on M. lob 
!mining progrorn
 Good math and 
reading skills are  plus Some 
evening
 
sod weekend  positions 
are *untobil  end 
som  IlaulbIlily 
is alkaed during ftnal earns in 
addition. If you qualify
 
corporate 
ululate.*  are awarded. Ina, 
nshlps ore possible and you may 
tam
 2.3.4 credits per quarter or 
senaster During 
your winter 
spring, and esucially summer 
brooks, full
 time
 work is available 
Call 
today  for inf.-natlon and an 
interview.  or call Monday through 
Friday  betwun
 12 noon and
 4pfn 
(408) 275-9885 11 the
 1101
 
10 busy. 
passe
 be potion' and try
 pan 
An equal 
opportunity  company' 
PART TIME VIDEO
 STORE CLERK 
Must be noaI and here good por. 
sonality Apply in person
 to 1045 
E Capitol Expwy S J 
RECREATION
 SPECIALIST NEEDED 
leoch games sports Ira
 etc 
For grad. K.3. after school 
$6S0 hr
 
faxIble day. 
Call
 Tricia 
.1 064-3257 
STUDENT UNION JOBS. Apply now in 
he 
Stuck.  Union Directors Of. 
?Ice 
All lobs start It $5 per hr 
Audio-visual lochnklan, mImIc-
0.0cc
 assistant,  bookkeeping. 
clerical 
TEACHERS & AIDES
 be
 preschool 
LG 030,0.6 ECE 
units  prefer. 
1408)723-1131
 
TEACHING ASSISTANTS. 
High 
school  subluto
 
Satisfy preleuhing requirement 
RecUre 
300115-5
 hours per week 
$4 00 per hour UPWARD BOUND. 
WLC 219, coil 277-2338 
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART 
TIME We 
are  looking for a law 
outspoken pea. to WI 
air Ilme 
This 
position  raw*. 
 good 
voice ond a 
strong  duke to nab.  
money Call Mrs Gnu It 
377-
3900
 
TELEPHONE SALES-W-610 hr eve. 
witrods Lawn aerotion 
and  fort. 
lizollon Groat customer gots 
Green Thumb Lawn Suvice 2413. 
0556 
TELEPHONE SALES -port
 time Sell 
suourlpilon
 to the Morcury-
Nowa Guaranteed II 
500, plus
 
commluilon  Shifts 9AM.IPM or 
4 30PM-8 
30054
 Mon 
-Fri  plus 
Sat Coll today (4011) 9111800  
THERAPEUTIC  
RECREATION  
LEADER POSMON
 Work with 
dIsablod  
children
 Sat 8-5. 
Fri 
3 30-4.3a 
E0.671w. 
CaN  Potti 
gan 9843257. 
WAITRESS  
- 
NAGASAKI
 
RESTAU-
RANT 
Specializing
 In 
Jowsneell
 
cuisine 
We are now
 hiring for
 
lunch 
shift. 
Contut
 Mako or 
Jim 
at 297-0153
 
HOUSING  
AFFORDABLE  HOUSING!! 
STUDENT 
DISCOUNT Fully fan.ed,
 se-
curs and safe rooms FREE utili-
ties end housekeeping 
service 
Rusonable rel.-shared or 010-
0. available Walking 
distance
 to 
San Jose State 
Office  72 N 5th 
ST. 998-0234 
GARDEN  COTTAGE FOR RENT 
$500 mu Can be 1 or 2 bdon 1 
1 4 Wks fon SJSU 
Call  287-5150 
ROOMMATE WNTD Shams I. opt in 
Sonia Clare or I person Pvt brim 
bth $447 50
 
mu
 246-3830 
PERSONAL
 
BACKACHE', Free examination 
& 
care..
 part of 
 research
 proact 
If you hove had low back pain for 
mole then 
6 months & ere 20-55 
yrs old. Wogs. call Palmer Col-
lege of 
Chiropractic
-Root 
at
 14081 
244-8907.
 ton 401 
FEMALE 
COMPANION WANTED to 
live 
with sincere handicapped 
man P.. call Brian Sr 29E-
2306 
HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-
TION" Shabbat damns, ponies. 
Sunday brunches. lectures. Tues-
day Lunch and Learn,
 largo@ 
doncIng.
 holiday celebrations 
For Information call
 HIEN al 294 
8311
 
LEARN A LANGUAGE al your pace 
Are you on independont
 
worker  
o
wning  maximum 
flexibility
 In 
your busy 
life, Earn units 
through  unique program 
Call 
°opt ol 
Emotion
 Languages al 
277.2576 
NATIONAL GAY.81 contact club 18 . 
men and 
wont. Confidants', low 
ratu 
.nd  SASE to NGCC 
P0
 
Boo 
26761K
 
San Jose Ca 
95159 
PROFESSOR  's EXAM FILES 
guidable 
for Engineering 
IS
 required 
courses
 in CE EE. 
ME
 end Mat 
Frtgri,
 FIT
 
Calculus Chemistry 
and  Physics Avollablii
 It Spartan 
Booktore & 
Roberts  Book Store
 
REWARD.
 LOST 
SORORITY
 PIN 
Round gold 
color  ft found 
call
 
&Joanne 
(415)593-1661.10
 mos 
SIGMA
 ALPHA MU 
INVITES  you to 
co. & 
gel  wrecked at the one & 
only Sammy 
Shipwreck  Party Sal 
Sold
 13 
at gprn 
567S
 8th 
St 279-
E397
 
WORSHIP 
AT
 CAMPUS Christian
 Con. 
Ill 
SundayLutheron
 10 45 am 
Catholic 4 
00
 and I 00 pm 
Please  
call
 Campus Ministry
 Cl 298-0204 
for oforshlp,counseling.progroms 
and 
study 
opportunlias
 Rev 
%atone 
Shirao.Fr Bob Leger,Sr 
Joan Ponella, 
Rev Norb Flrn. 
hober  
SERVICES
 
slE'" IS THAT DESIGN proact 
due & you hove 
no ruources for 
ideas 
or whol to build? 
SHI El.-
tronlc to 
commagd  to offering 
I. coat olutronk (componut)  
& computer  
information needs for 
the atudut Coil Days 942-773E,  
Ewa 233-4780 gsk for J. 
IMMIGRATION  ATTORNEY will con. 
suit
 with SJSU sludont fof 30 
min. 
utu FREE 
Prod. limited 10 all
 
as..
 of immigration
 ond 
nab -
1.111.1100 law Office located 
within 10 
minutes
 from campus 
Call Robert
 Ng al (4081 289-6400 
for
 an appointment 
PERMANENT  HAIR 
REMOVAL  for 
men end
 women Special 
rate
 with 
faculty or 
student  I D Private & 
confidutlei 
Wookdays
 
eowrings 
Saturday 
Sunnyvila  Electroly
 
e l. Cuter.
 Koll Buoinuo Park 
ot 
Hwy 101 N Eska*. Ave
 
14011 
734-3115
 
PROFESSIONAL
 RESEAFICH 
for writ-
ers. scholars,  
end  public 
officials
 
Specializing
 in Motor
-Ica' politi-
cal 
biogropincel 
topics  
31u4e01
 
dacounts 
available  
For  free 
Into
 
 CLO. 6003-0 Mal. 
Lone, 
GRUM..  MD 21045 
PVT INSTRUCTION IN KARATE Tang 
Soo Do Chuck Norris System 
Lew rates -279-5141, ask for Andy 
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll now. Sou 
your bath. eyes 
and money too For 
information  
and brochure see A S Offl. or 
.111408)371-6811
 
TYPING
 
AARDVARKS DON'T TYPE. 
but I do, 
These di sort ti port 
Eight pogo minimum six months 
froo 
disk
 Morale 
Onilne 
word 
processing, all for Joye at 264-
1029 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every Dna E 
prof...nal word pro-
ces sing papers, aura. re
 
-
atones. office overflow mailings. 
newsletters Woodruff Discount. 
Guaranteed work Only 10
 
m i n u t e .
 from campus Words and 
mow (Pornele)923-71110 
ABSOLUTELY. ACCURATE. AC-
COUNTABLE  tor telophonoze
 that 
loots typing that  tops -try 
Tony 
290-2067
 
St 
50 per 
page
 
double opued 
All work guar-
anteed Trust Tony 290-2087  
Thank 
 
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
word processing P J 
'Sword
 pro-
cessing offers quality guaranteed 
work at 
competitive rate* E own-
onced in theols,  tun papers,
 
group protects, mune*. manu-
script. & letters Located in North 
San Jose, only minutes from cam-
pus Call P J at 921.2309 
ACADEMIC
 WORD PROCESSING All 
formats & group prolocts gal 
corra Spell 
check wary time free 
disk storage °globose capabillty 
Standard
 
& micro cunt.* 
Iron. 
scrIption Word proc 
mg 
on 
SAMNA & word perfect 
sof.. Hr. M -F
 
630.5 30 Re-
serve time now for your upcom-
ing thsis, dissertation or manu-
script Chrystig
 9214461 
AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING 
Specializing in resume..
 term pe-
wee transcription No gyla loo 
small. Studont 
discounts  Near 
SJSU 
Teachers
 outcome. Office 
Alter.ftvelo 294-2974 
BARRE S WORD PROCESSING Have 
lob will proces Experien.d in 
'hoses manuuriplo papers, re-
sum.. proassional back-up 
work Reasonable  rates 
Located  
conuniently Coll Serb. al 92E-
4370
 
BECK 
SECRETARIAL Student pa -
parrs, aunt., 
business  typing 
needs,
 word processing
 Willow 
Glen area Call
 ils at 267-8234 
The 
Real 
World  
School Daze 
NOW 
IV ME 
GU
 1I415  
smAtaxr  
you 
FENDOJS
 WANT TO MAKE A Som5 
OUT
 OF 
0.111
 
ftaifiocitis
 
srrscurs7
 
Isaac Newt 
WHY  
MUST
 
WOMEN  
COVER
 
THEIR  
CHESTS
 
AT 
-THE  
BEACH...  
Thick
 Crust 
TO BE A GOOD
 
At4NAER  
ONE HAS 
To BE 
VERA/  
oak,Aurzep. 
A 
sow  
MAA/A&EX HAS 
E3E 
P6PIcATED.  A Ecct). 
1 CANT
 PO 
tr:  
CAN7
 
Of 
AlAIMY6
 
ftWY
 
C0,144.5T 
tr.] 
IN
 
AWRY.
 
I. 
CANT  MINK
 
Of 
ANYINM
 
rosy
 
-2 
51rffet 
XCOMPS  
PEIPCM 
I'mCA,
 
A rat S, 
411.-)?   
 - 
A 
/L_L;stryper
 
gIRIOGNIST
 
Manuel 
Ruiz  
imfa.L. 
if 
You  
SILLY
 
.444,114,4  
kNOW. Ase 
aura is 
Lail Talk 
8/61956
 
00-0 i=0.04
 (-wig
 
0616.  
MENTAL  
REcitiese  
'a'  WE 
DC.'"
 
505.06. 
Astis,
 
015,01.06.
 
r 
Wanda 
Folk  
GE.
 
/MAO/. 
MY 
OlOiligs
 61E100  
ACCom3919Arr-0  
110 
1)if
 
Slum*
 
o'
 1140 
vrowN,
 
7540 
.AU.r
 
106
 
AAc.6,/ 
or 
mg
 
Cgo,
 woe 
Ift171.. 
...Off,
 
01
 Mt' 
Foir-0,o,
 
wHEN  
MEN 
DON'T
 
HAVE
 
To? 
r 
6WEN7 RObeit'S 
CAWN6  
ME 
NAMEs
 
AbAIN
 
rt
 
41,  
Yy01.)
 
Plc-14Lt"  
Sheila  
Neal  
Eric 
Kieninger  
BLOSSOM 
HILL SANTA 
TERESA 
AREA
 Fst. accurate typing snd 
word processing 
available  seven 
cloys a 
week
 Limited
 pickup  & 
delivery 365-1012 
CALL LINDA 
FOR  PROFESSIONAL 
word
 processing 
Reports.  
thous
 dIssortstions 
group  pro-
ject..
 rem.**
 Guarentold
 
quick 
return Per page end hourly 
rotes 
Tronscrftglon available Airneran 
Brantami area Free 
disk  storage 
Prof  St*. Typing Service (408) 
264-4504
 
EDITING 
WORD 
PROCESSING
 256-
9441 
Emphasis  on
 correct
 punc 
tuotion
 sentence 
structure
 and 
ann.!. 
(Turret/ion
 SPA etc) 
Form., 
English maior highly 
de-
pendant.' Willow 
Glen  Area easy 
to 
locate Call Mrs Morton
 
(Marsha) from
 
6AM-13PM
 al 266-
9448
 
ENTERPRISE
 WORD
 PROCESSING
 
Term  papers. 
reseerch 
papers.  
thsee  
6 disurtalions
 (Carnal.' 
Turabion,
 APA 3rd 
ed ). screen-
plays. resumes.
 cover A follow-up
 
letters, 
manuocripts  
awoke  eft'. 
short etorlee) 
trnscrIption  
Classified 
Free SPEL -CHEK minor
 edit 
of 
request.), proof. disc 
*forage
 
Student faculty discounts Oulck 
turnaround  246-5825 
EXCELLENT TYPING 
SERVICE  Turn 
pours, theses 
resumes.  
disser-
tation..
 etc for students ond lac. 
ulty We also do taps transcrip-
t'on and bookkeeping
 Free data 
storage Coll 245-1769 
EXPERIENCED
 SECRETARY for your 
personal  leg.'
 
businue
 word 
pr.using  nucls Term 
papers  
reports 
resumes.  conk afters 
Oases. dasenotlons mantels  
All ...dunk format. APA 
Spelling. 
gran., punctuation
 
assistance All work guarentud
 
Professional confidential and de 
pudeble seal. st 
AFFORDA-
BLE  RATES. 
Fr..
 disk *torn@ 
P.m 247.26E1 
(Santa
 
Clara(
 See 
SJSU Fall 86 Directory of Classes 
for 
additional coupon savings 
NEED 
THAT FORGOTTEN
 PAPER 
typed foot,  Let
 me NNW Term pa. 
pus.
 letters, reports. theses. 
re
-
south  pews lost and
 proles
 
atonally.  FREE grammar & 
spelling osslidark Reasonable 
  Call Horde at 294-6347 
(work lea. 
mossagei or 
926-1274
 
before 10 pm  
PROFESSIONAL
 TYPIST -term 
papers 
them.  etc 
Accurate,  prompt.
 
$225 dbl spec.
 per pogo
 S.,.
-
loge 
urea. call Joan 
51741-5180  
PUT 
YOUR 
WORDS  in flak
 boot 
per  
snuff.
 
Experionced  
puha-
slonal word 
proceseing 
paper.  
thetles,
 resumes 
Spokane'
 in 
lechnlcal 
scienlac  
prow.  
St 
75-0 pope 
Call Vicki el 
281. 
3058 IBM area 
DUALITY TYPING SERVICE for 
all 
your typing needs Student raga 
ranging
 from 61 to 
$1
 75 per page 
Clack  lumoround Disk store. 
for 30 days Call 14081 94E-4967 
Ask for Amanda or leave 
massage  
on mchlne
 
RESUMES. 
COVERL
 E TIERS rind 
business correspondence Assis-
tance with vocabulary Sentence 
structure. and 
form of 
requuted  
Coll 266-9448 
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
 PROFES-
SIONAL
 typing & bust.** sea. 
ices Fast. reasonable
 & near 
uni 
ursity Call (408)292-4047 
THESES REPORT PAPERS Word 
processing  w otr wantlon to 
dealt 12 pg tor studonts $3 pg 
for 
proassionals Rua.. 510 
Save your work on the IBM 
PC
 for 
later
 uso Grommat punctuation 
& 
veiling  checked printed - 
in
 
publications
 quality 
Erickson 
Word Process. 377.5293 
TYPING DONE 
REASONABLE
 roles 
Call
 Patti at 246-5633 
TYPING SERVICE tor students and in 
struclor Deprondebie regatta 
accurate 
ours
 Ramona. rates 
51 50 pg 
Assign..  10 
pg 
a. over 
.1
 be sccuted only 
Cali (408) 
738-1676
 Sunny... 
area 
Long range assignments
 
can be submitted by 
moil  w your 
remittance 
WORD PROCESSING -RESUMES,  the. 
si. and 
term papers 
Rusonable  
rates °talky ounce stole to do 
bold 
lg0,
 end right margin ustft, 
canon Call 2549446 Not far from 
SJSU 
ZEE  
TYPING NM/ Suretaral 
Serv-
ices Fut 
accurate
 work sulk 
able seven days  us* 
Local.  
In the Blossom Hill Santa 
Toms 
arse 
Limited  pick-up ond delh. 
tory 
Cali  
365-1012
 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three lines on one 
day  
One 
Two 
Day 
Days 
3 Lines $355
 
$435
 
4 
Lines  $435 
$515 
5 
Lines  
$515
 
$600 
6 Lines 
$595 $680
 
Three
 
Days  
$475 
$555
 
$6.35 
$715
 
Each 
Additional
 Line 
Add $ BO 
Four
 
Days 
$500 
$580 
$660
 
$740
 
Five
 
Days 
$520
 
$600
 
$680 
$760
 
Semester 
Rates  (All Issues) 
5-9 
Lines $4600 
 
10-14  Lines
 $300 
15 Plus 
Lines  $8000
 
Phone 277-3175
 
I 
Circle
 I 
Classification  
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Businessman  to 
be
 
arraigned 
LOBEN17,
 front page
 I 
company, said 
that it is his under,
 
standing
 that the wells 
have  since 
been 
built, hut he 
is unsure if any 
samples
 from the 
wells  
have been 
drawn 
Howard
 Hatayama. 
an official 
with the health
 services 
department.  
said the next step 
would  be to issue 
an 
administrative  
order to 
Lorentz
 
outlining
 the development of a 
work  
plan to 
satisfy
 the 
cleanup
 and 
abate-
ment order. 
Once
 the report 
is issued the
 
company  has 
III  to IS 
days
 to re-
spond, 
Hatayama  said.
 He said 
that
 
the 
department  is at 
least a month 
away  from 
delivering  the 
order  to 
Lorentz.  
Daily  
file photo
 
The 
improper  
storage
 of 
halardous  
waste 
led to 
charges  
against 
the 
Loren,/
 
Barrel  
and
 Drum 
('o. and
 its 
owner.  
SJSU 
artists'  
project
 
to 
help  
hungry
 
HUNGRY. front page I 
the freedom of 
belief  and speech 
and 
the freedom from 
fear and hunger. 
She chose to do this 
project
 using 
the
 four freedoms as a 
continuing  
theme in her work 
Kennedy
 
said
 that 
these 
freedoms
 
are "torn, 
abused  and battered. 
'I 
think  
we've  
neglected these 
ideals, especially 
this 
Reagan)  admin-
istration. They say that  a 
civilization  
will 
be
 judged on 
how 
it 
treats the least 
fortunate.** she said 
She said her e titbit emphasizes 
the freedom from %s
 
ant. By fasting. 
she is able to "get in touch personally  
with 
myself 
and
 to 
see 
what it is like 
to
 
he in the state of need.' 
She added that
 this culture pro 
motes and inflates desires. through 
such things as advertising,  yet basic 
needs are still unfulfilled. 
"We go to 
school  every day and
 
see people in need and we seal
-off our-
selves. 
This 
(her
 
art show) 
creates 
a 
bridge for people 
to be able 
to 
do
 
something.'
 
In the exhibit,
 
which
 
took about a 
week to 
prepare.  Kennedy 
combined  
two
 art forms for her show,
 live art and 
installation art. 
Live art is when an artist becomes 
an active part of a 
project.  By fasting. 
she brings her art into real 
life.  Instal-
lation art is based on temporary set-
tings. 
'There
 is 
a bit
 of 
irony  
in 
people  
bringing
 
me 
food
 
when 
1 am 
fasting.'  
 
Deborah
 Kennedy 
SJSU 
art  student 
Kennedy said she 
did  not last yes-
terday because of her
 
responsibilities
 
as a graduati.
 
student 
assistant
 lor
 
an 
art 
class.
 
She said 
she will he 
collecting  
food throughout the week. 
University  
enrollment
 
around  
25,000 
for
 the fall semester
 
SENATE,  from page I 
well over 25010
 student, the 
majority  juniors and 
senior.
 
About 
5,000  graduate 
students 
are enrolled, he 
said.  
The university projected
 17,-
800 applications for this 
semester
 
and received 17.902, 
he said. This 
year's freshman
 class. howevei.  
will he smaller than last year's. 
Chambers 
said
 he was 
shocked at the large number of 
graduate students 
who  participated 
in Program Adjustment Day. Com-
bined graduate and undergraduate 
participation
 was 8,600
 
students. 
 The 
senate  
also
 
approved  a 
request by Fullerton to delete 
guidelines
 tOr the ecaluation of 
non-academic personnel. The 
guidelines were part of a senate 
policy recommendation on evalua-
tion of 
employees  
in academic 
sup-
port 
positions.
 
Fullerton said 
the 
non-aca-
demic evaluations 
were outside the 
Academic  
Senate's
 area of author-
ity and should he 
covered by a pres-
idential 
directive
 
 The 
senate referred to its or-
ganization and go:ernment com-
mittee a motion
 front Roy Young, 
Political Science
 Department chair-
man. 
that
 the senate 
establish
 a 
committee 
to examine exceptions
 
to the university's student
 admis-
sions policies.
 
Budget
 
points  
questioned
 
BUDGET, from page I 
 including 
Dwight  Bente! Hall and 
the old Science Building
   are not 
being adequately 
presented in Sacra-
mento, said Roy 
Young, Political Sci-
ence Department 
chairman.
 
'We 
have  some 
serious  concerns
 
about budget 
priorities,'' he said. 
Young 
said
 CSU Chancellor W. 
Ann Reynolds should be invited to the 
campus to discuss 
the  quality of CSU 
representation with the state Legis-
lature and the governor's
 office. 
Senator  Wiggsy 
Sivensen
 of 
Counseling Services 
said university 
faculty need to 
communicate  with the 
chancellor's office on SJSU's budget 
priorities. 
"San Jose 
State is an old 
campus
 
and 
has serious problems,"
 she said. 
The chancellor 
is seldom here to 
listen to campus
 concerns. Sivertsen
 
said. "Policy 
is
 made in splendid 
iso-
lation in 
'Chancellorville.'    
Fullerton 
said that 
much
 of the 
university's
 problems
 with its 
special  
repairs 
budget
  the 
funding  source
 
for 
renovation  of 
facilities  such as 
Dwight  Bente! Hall 
and  the old Sci-
ence 
Building  
can  he traced 
to
 de-
clining oil 
prices  rather 
than
 inade-
quate  
representation
 on 
the CSU-
system level. 
State oil 
revenues  are 
important 
in the 
funding
 of higher
 education
 
building 
projects. she 
said. "That
 
money 
is
 just 
disappearing."
 
Declining  
oil prices
 have 
led to 
cutbacks  on 
some 
projects,
 and 
forced  
the 
state 
general
 fund 
to pick 
up
 oth-
ers. 
Fullerton
 said 
that, in 
recent 
years,  as 
much  as 
half
 the CSU
 special
 
repairs
 budget has 
been
 
spent  
on 
this
 
campus.
 
"They  have 
recognited
 that we 
have 
problems." 
she said. 
Fullerton  
said
 that the
 future 
of
 
campus
 
renovation  
projects
 will 
de-
pend on 
passage 
of
 Proposition
 56. a 
revenue  bond 
measure 
on
 the Novem-
ber 
ballot.
 
If the bonds are 
not approved, 
"the odds are
 very slim on old Sci-
ence.
 I don't know what will happen 
with Dwight Bente! Hall." 
she said. 
Young 
also said he 
invited
 Open 
University  Director Robert 
Donovan
 
to speak to the Senate 
Sept.  22, on cut-
backs  in 
the  program,
 
get committee  
for
 
further
 
consider -
The 
senate,  
in
 other 
budget
-re- 
anon. 
lated
 matters, 
discussed
 policy on the
 
The 
senate
 
also  
approved
 
the 
ap-
use of state
 lottery
 money designated 
pointment
 of 
faculty  
representatives
 to 
to the 
university,  the 
budget  
review  
committee.  
Associated
 
Students
 
President
 
Chemistry
 Prof. Ruth Yaffe, 
Torn Boothe
 said 
that 
the 
committee
 is 
chairwoman of the 
senate's  
CUITiCUIUM  
important for 
student
 
input
 
into the 
committee, 
introduced a 
resolution
 university budget 
process.
 and
 that
 the 
calling
 for the senate's
 new budget re- A.S. is 
proceeding
 in 
appointing  
two
 
view 
committee  to seek
 "broad
 cam- students
-at
-large.
 one 
member
 of the 
pus input" on the 
use  of 
lottery  funds. A.S. 
board
 of 
directors
 
and 
one stu-
The resolution  was referred
 to 
the bud- dent 
senator
 to the 
committee.
 
Proposition  56 
may
 
benefit  
urn\
 
ersity  
PROP/ASH/ON.
 from pier / 
the signing
 of the hill by Deukmejian
 
on July 21. Funds will he 
used at Cali-
fornia State
 University at Los Angeles 
for 
the arts complex. chemistry 
labo-
ratory renovations at 
California  State 
University at Long Beach: 
library ad-
dition 
and music building at California 
State 
Polytechnic
 
University at 
Po-
mona;  science addition at 
California  
State University at Northridge
 and 
storm 
drains  
repairs
 at CSU 
Doming-
uer 
Hills.
 
"These
 
facilities
 are
 all 
urgently  
needed 
to 
maintain
 the 
quality 
of Cali-
fornia's 
higher  
education  
programs,"  
Reynolds said. 
The governor
 and state 
Legis-
lature have 
reviewed and 
approved  the 
construction projects which 
will be 
funded from this bond measure. 
Although
 the voters' response to 
the 
bonding bill cannot be 
predicted.  
Evans said he 
is very optimistic. 
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Spartan
 
Price
 
Riot
 
 
SALE  DAYS  
SEPTEMBER  10-16 
GENERAL
 SUPPLIES 
20% Off 
Zebra Pens & 
Pencils
 
SALE
 63c -95c reg.79c-$1.19 
20% 
Off 
Binder Paper 
300 Oty 
SALE  $1.99 reg. $2.49 
200 Oty
 SALE $1.35 
reg.
 $1.69 
30%
 
Off  Liquitex
 Brushes 
SALE
 
$1.54-$11.65  
reg. $2.20-$16.65 
Sanford  
Accents
 SALE 2 FOR 
990  
reg.790  
Brera
 Paint SALE $3.85-$5.25 reg. 
$5.95-$7.95  
Kohinoor
 Technical Pen Set 
SALE 
$44.95 
reg. $83.50 
CANDY
 
Gummy
 
Bears  
SALE 
$1.501b 
reg.
 $2.451b 
GIFTS  
50%
 
Off  Selected 
Stationary 
20%
 
Off
 Trimex 
Backpacks 
20%  
Off
 SJSU 
Acrylic 
Mug 
CLOTHING
 
20% 
Off  
Jackets,
 
Nightshirts,
 Sweaters 
1/3 
Off Blue 
Sweatshirt
 
wIcollar  
SALE
 
$13.33  
reg. $19.95 
GENERAL BOOKS 
30% 
Off  Current Best 
Sellers
 
50%  Off Selected Books 
-values  to $25.00 
(Price 
as
 Marked) 
Video Rentals 
Weekend Special 
(Fri. -Mon.) $2.50 per 
film
 
One 
day rental $2.50 
per film 
COMPUTER  / ELECTRONICS 
10% Off all 
Memorex
 Batteries 
Bonus
 Diskettes 
SALE 
$6.95 reg. $7.95 
Imagewriter  
Ribbons
 SALE $4.95 reg. 
$5.95 
FREE 3 months Applecare with purchase of 
Apple
 
Macintosh
 
Computer  before Sept. 
30,1986 
J-?AKIA.N  
B0()KSIR
 
SPARTAN 
SHOPS  1St 
Service i8 our Major 
